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FOhEWARD 

The decade of the ninteen seventies and the advent of the 

eighties mark the century's most expensive and the most 

frenzied arms race. Along With the glaring North-South 

economic di.spari ty and amidst a deepening world economic 

crisis a massive global rearmament seems all the more in

consistent and defies all logic of prudently arranging 

priorities. Resultantly there is a retreat from social 

welfare, a definate assault on the economic and social 

rights of the majority of people. Thus arms race has become 

an egregious malady of modern times and arms trade and aid 

definately stand out as the excrescent part of the. phenomenon. 

When one focusses upon the depredation of the rare resources that 

are being squandered upon arms what becomes clear is the 

importance of the need to curtail imprudent expendi. ture on 

armaments. 

This study however deals with the more exploitative and 

glar'ing part of arms trade, the transaction (aid and trade) 

of weapons and weapon's systems between the super-powers, 

the United States of America and the Union of Soviet 

Socialist Republics, and the third World. An attempt has 

been made in the study to analyse the factors that motivate 

the super powers to supply arms to the third world countries 

and the factors that prompt the third world countries to 

acquire a nns. 
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In the first and introductory chapter I have dealt With 

the history and defination of arms transactions. The second 

chapter points out the magnitude of super-power third 

world arms transfers and briefly considers the arms transfers 

policies of the suppliers. Besides, an attempt has been 

made in this chapter to identify the major recipient regions 

of the third world and the quality of military hardware that 

they import. It is in the course of the third and fourth 

chapters that the factors motivating the suppliers are dis

cussed. The third chapter deals With the political and 

strategic causes and the fourth chapter takes up the economic 

motivations. The fifth chapter analyses the motivations of 

the third world countries, as to Why they acquire arms. The 

sixth chapter deals With the after effects or the consequences 

of arms transfers for the developing economies as a result 

of the import of military hardWare and technology. In the 

seventh chapter I have delved upon some concluding observa

tions dealing with the relevance of arms trade control and 

the need to curtail and control the flow of arms into the 

third world as a sine-qua-non of economic development. 

Appended to the chapters are some tables, diagrams and 

graphs, reference to Which may be made constantly for a 

clear glance at trends, facts and figures. 
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Chapter I 

IN'rRODUCTION 

The transfer in arms is a phenomena that broadly 

entails two categories, the aid and trade in arms. However 

be cause many arms transfers are of an ambiguous nature a clear 

demarcation between categories becomes difficult though for 

the study of motivation an uncle rs tanding of transfers in a 

broader pe rspe cti ve is more helpful. 

Arms trade can be defined as the process by Which the 

manufacturing countries and private manufacturers sell their 

weapons in the international arms market. Normally there 

exists a competition amongst the producers of arms for 

markets in the non-producing areas. There is also the trade 

of arms between the manufacturers of arms themselves. Thus 

arms trade can be put broadly under three categories: 

(a) Between the allied or friendly developed countries; 

(b) Between the developing count.nes; and, (c) Between the 

indust:d.alized and underdeveloped count:d.es, tiE transaction 

which Will be the subject of analysis in this study. 

Arms aid, besides merely the transfer of arms as aid, 

may include the transfer of resources as well as applies 

moreso in case of transfer from developed to underdeveloped 

countries. 

Arms transfers take place through a variety of trans- ·~ 

actions:-
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a) Licensed sale of arms wherein end-use restriction is 

used to prevent resale ·of diversion of supplies. 
1 

b) 

c) 

d) 

Arms supply to bloc or alliance members. 
2 . 

Resale of surplus or old weapons. 

Pre-emptive selling - done to maintain an equilibrium 

within a given region and to prevent the development of an 
3 

advantageous position of a rival power. 

1. For example, Portugal's acquisa tion of arms from the 
United States of America and other Western powers as a 
NATO member. 

2. The obsolescent RAF Hunter jets were refurbished and 
sold to developing countries. 

UK, Parliament, House of Commons, 1958-59, Second Report 
from the Select Committee on Estimates: Sale of Military 
Equipment Abroad, H.C. 229 (London: Her Majesty's 
Stationary Office, 1959), p. 20. · 

Another example is the resale from Germany of American 
gerrand rifles to Jordan by Sam Cunnings. 

Anthony Sampson, The Arms Bazaar (New York, Bantam Books 
Inc. 1978) p. 21. 

3. The sale of F-104 Starfighter by the USA to Jordan in 
1966-68 was to prevent it from purchasing the soviet 
NIG 215. Washington Post,_ 1 29 March 1968, p. A 21. 
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Many a times governments find it necessary to sanction 
4 

transfer of surplus weapons through private channels. 

f) There is also the piracy of arms through the contraband 

and stolen aims shipments. This method is used mainly by 

insurgents and terrorists. 

g) Many weapons are captured during wars and then sold to 

interested parties, for example, the sale of Soviet weapons 

to the United States of America. 

During the Second World War lend-lease be came an 

important facet of the American policy of arms aid. Military 

grants, supply of arms on credit (especially long term), and 

en reduced or nominal priice help to ease the burden of 

purchasing weapons for the re cepient. An allied country can 

also benefit by receiving equipment under treaty obligations. 

Aid in the form of economic or financial assistance help the 

recepient to release domestic resources for buying military 

hardviare. It is also some times extended to infrastructure 
5 

projects having a military element in their motivation. 

4. In 1967,_ B:d..tish government granted permission for the 
export of 12 surplus Swedish Bofors 40 mm anti-aircraft 
guns· via a Canadian-chartered Lockheed C-130 transport to 
the Nigerian Central lrovernment in Lagos. West Africa· 
(London) ''Arms for Lagos", August 19, 1967, p. 1093. 
Private suppliers became an important source of arms 
supplies especially during a civil war as in the Biofra war. 
Two Douglas (-47 transports were sold by West German 
Luftroaffe to a charter airline in Luxembourg which were 
then refurbished and sold to Biafra. 
SIPRI, Arms Trade With the Third World (Sweden: Almqvist 
and Wiksell; Stockholm, in collaboration with Humanities 
Press, Inc., New York, 1971), p. 6]2. 

( contd •.• ) 
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Licensing, co-development and co-production are some 

other forms of arms aid. Under the first a weapons system 

is produced in the recepient country or is locally assembled 

from the parts supplied. 

Co-development arrangements ndepend upon the satisfac

tory identification of bilateral or multilateral hardware 

and politico-military requirements early in research and 6 . 
development production cycle". Co-production and joint 

production allo"lri the re cepients to enter the foreign market 

at minimum investment cost. They can further avoid adjust

ments to fluctuations of the market. 

The resultant donor-recepient relationship in arms 

transfers can be categorized on the basis of the style of 
7 

arms acquisa tion by the re cepients. 

(last page f .n. contd.) 
4. Between 1965 and 1968 the Swiss governrrent had given 

sanction to a Swiss armament firm of Oe rlikon-Buhrle 
for the sale of arms, subject to usual export conditions. 
These sales included surplus 210 anti-aircraft guns and 
for Which the profit was to be shared on 50-50 basis • 
Oerlikon however got swiss authorization by producing 
illegal end use certificates from some officers in the 
non-embargoed countries and then diverted the suppliers 
to Nigeria during tre Biofra war. 
1 Neve Zurcher Zeitung 1 , December 20, 1968, p.29; Quoted 
iri J. stanley and M. Pearton, The International Trade in 
Arms (London: 11SS, Chatto and Windus, 1972) p. 45. 

5. Gavin Kennedy, The Economics of Defence (London: Faber & 
Faber Ltd., 1975), p. 207. 

6. Lewis A. Frank, The Arms Trade in International Relations 
(USA: Praeger, 1969), pp. 173-74. 

7• Based on categories used by Amelia C. Leiss, Changing 
.l:'atterns of Arms Transfers, Implications for Arms Transfer 
Policies (Hass.: CIS, MIT, February 1970) C/70-2, p.185ff; 
Robert E. Hankavy, The Arms Trade and International Systems 
(USA, Camb. Hass.: Ballinger Publishing -co.,1975),pp.111-30. 
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When a donor supplies all or most of a particular type;fweapon' 

system to a recepient the relationship may be described as 

sole supplier relation. Second is the relationship Where one 

supplier is the principal or J2I'e dominant one. HoWever in 

such a relationship there can be other suppliers as well. 

Third is the multiple supplier relationship. This may refer 

to a number of suppliers none of whom have supplied over 

59 per cent of the total supplies. It may also refer to 

different suppliers at different times. That is, it may 

have moved from sole or predominant supplier relatj.on with 

one donor to another donor at different times. F'urther more, 

' the second and third patterns may occur both Within Bloc and/ 

or at cross-bloc level. 

Arms trade has been described by Lewis A. F'rank as 

"the conduit or channels through which pressures are trans-

mitted between nations in terms of arms and weaponary 

required to accomplish national or even private objectives". 

This is indeed a very apt definition of the majority of arms 

transactions taking place in our times. When one perceives 

of 'pressure', inevitable become the two ends of its trans

mission - the transmitting end and the receiving end. In 

the contemporary -world it is the underdeveloped countries 

that comprise the receiving end of the pressure in question 

8. Lewis A. Frank, Arms Trade in International Relations, 
(Praeger, 1969), pp. 3-4. 

8 
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and it is the developed or industrialized oountries that 

transmit the pressure. Thus when one looks at the collosium 

of arms dealings it is the transfers from the super powers 

to the third world that be come conspicuous. 

This trade Which encompasses transactions like sales, 

aid, capture, lease and even co-production (as earlier 

de fine d) has its origin far back in his tory but in a more 

organized \\'ay it seems to have tegun in the middle ages With 

the import of gunpowder in Europe. l t enlisted then promi

nent men of the age like Michelangelo Who was the engineer

in-chief of fortifications at Florence. As early as 1414 

was established ·the office of 'Master of King's Ordnance', 

the pibgeni ter of the British Ordnance Board. 

The first guns of practical utility came from Flanders 

and Brabant Where Mons and Liege were early centres of 

production. European sovereigns ordered guns from Flemish 

gun founders and a feH also imported men who could make the 

guns. The early Tudor kings of England encouraged master 

craftsmen from Southern countries to settle in London and 

open branches there. Between the year of Crecy and the end 

of 15th century a dozen gunfounders like Peter of Aruges, 

Willjam of Al<iga te and John Cornwell were in active business 

in England. William Woodward sold over 73 guns to the crown 

between 1382-1388. Even upto 16th century the cbmestjc 
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output did not suffice. In 1512 Henry the VIII bought 16 

large and 12 smaller guns from Hans of Malines. 

0 tber centres of early anns trade were jjelgium, Spain 

and Italy. By the 16th century the Portugese bad introduced 

arms markets as far as the Japanese mainland. It would be 

of interest to note that the largest arms industry today -

the American armaments industry - was created by t.te French 

capital that founded the powder factory of E .I. Dupont De 

Nemours and company in 18o2. This factory grew remarkably 

by 1612 when tre United States was spending nearly 3 million 

dollars on weaponry per year. Today t.he United States 

produces 5 billion dollars worth of these instruments of 
9 

devastation and expo¢rts arms worth 27,727 million dollars. 

12477.15 million dollars worth of arms go to the third world 

alone. 

It is indeed unfortunate that the spread of arms 

increased four times during the seventies (as compared to 

the siXties) that were declared by the United Nations as the 

1 Decade of Disarmament 1 • As compared to the fifties the 

increase is eight fold. The yearly rate now is 25% for the 

past five years as compared to 15.% in 1970-75 and 10% in 

1965-70. 

9. SIPRI, Yearbook, 1979, p. 
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The fact is,.. however, that two thirds of the arms trade 
'\hoe-

involves transfers from"industrialized world (largely super-

po\-Je rs) to the third world, and this is ins pi te of the fact 
10 

that the most heavily armed countries are the industrialized 

ones themselves. According to·SIPRI estimates, as much as 

74.3 per cent of all major weapon transfers were made to 

third world countries since World War II as compared to 25.7 

per cent within the industrialized world itself. The United 

States and the Soviet Union seem to be the major beneficiaries 

of tre trade. 

The transfer of arms is only one among many complex 

inter-rBlationships between nations. It has of late, however, 

acquired tremendous importance owing to its economic and 

the more immense political ramificatio.ns mainly because it 

becomes an eXpression of foreign policy preference and there

fore more important than mere trade in other commercial 

comn1o di ties. 

Weapons largely imported by the third world countries 

are ones that can be deployed in warfare but the import of 

counte r-insurge~cy weapon;t'ry is fairly common too. However 
"'-' 

to draw a strict line between counter-insurgency arms and 

specifically warfare ha.rdWare is not too easy as was illustrated 

by the use of tanks and helicopters i1,1 containing insurgency 

in Iran during the Shah's regime. As regards warfare equipment 

10. Major reference is to North America, Europe and the 
Soviet Union. 
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alone) the large figures stand credibly justified, when one 

learns that out of the 133 wars since 1945, 95% have been 

fought in the underdeveloped world which is greatly constrained 

in the indigenous defense production capability. Ironically 

even the fair amount of industrialization of countries like 

India, Brazil or Israel does not free them from the exploi

tative relationship with the tec.b..nologically advanced 

suppliers who then assume the role of supplying military 

tec.b_nology and thus continue to harm the underdeveloped 

economies by upsetting the balance in overall development. 

Out of the 4oO billion dollars world arms trade volume the 

emerging nations account for over 300 billion dollars Which 

is equal to eighteen such nations' G.N.P. Besides the 

consequences of this trade, What is more complex is the 

causation itself - the interaction between arm transactions 

and international relations "in the midst of this cauldron 
11 

of complexity" as Gen. Beaufre calls tbe contemporary 

international scene. 

11. Lewis A. Frank, The Arms Trade in International Relations, 
Praeger, 1969, p. 7. 



Chapter II 

TEE IMPCJRTAl\CE AND NAGNITUDE OF SUPER-PO~vER -
THihD WORLD ARMS TRA~SFERS 

Since this study deals with the superpower suppliers 

and the underdeveloped re cepients it is necessary to first 

throw some light upon them before discussing the motivations 

which Will engage analytical focus. 

SUPPLIERS 

United States 

'After the Second World War the United States had 

emerged as the major supplier, after some incursions by the 

British, but the arming was relatively restrained not so much 
1 

as an arms race as an arms walk'. Later, however, despite 

McNamaras efforts to encourage peaceful economic development 

a tremendous amount of resentment prevailed amongst the 

military elite and the Arne rican arms companies until the .June . 
5, 1973 when Nixon reversed all previous American policies 

to allow the Tiger fighters to be sold to Brazil, Argentina, 
2 

Chile, Columbia and Peru. And this according to Aviation 

Week;narked "the opening wedges in what (became) a substantial 

United states penetration of the (third world) Latin American 
3 

markets". 

1. Anthony Sampson, The Arms Bazaar, (New York, Bantam 
Books Inc. 1978) p. 209. 

2. .John L. Sutton and Geofirey Kemp, Arms to Developing 
Countries 1945-1965, IISS, London, October 1966, p.30. 

3. Aviation Week, Octoger 8, 1973. 
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Over a ·period of time the United States policy in 

arms transactions has changed. This change has mainly 

occured in the rec~ipients of American arms. During the 
4 

1940s and 50s it was too 1 :B'orward Defense Areas• and 

Western Europe that largely received weapons from tre 

United States. After that phase Which lasted for nearly 

two decades the chief rec~pient became Vietnam during the 

war. Since tre early seventies Iran, Israel and saudi 

Arabia have accounted for nearly 60% of all U.S. weapon 

deliveries. To Africa and La tin America the supply has 

been fairly (X)ns tant though there are trends now of a boost 

in tre supply to 1atin America. As regards the Far East, 

the United states still maintains 49% of the entire arms 

imports though in earlier decades it accounted for nearly 

62% of the total. 

Another major change is that recently tre United 

States has been supplying comparatively modern arms as 

against its initial policy of exporting largely surplus and 

absolete weapons. This, however, can be explained by. the 

shift from tre Arne rican policy from 1Mili tary Aid Programme' 

and grants-in-aid transfers to a more comrr~rcial and direct 

sales attitude. The shift from grants-in-aid around mid

siXties to J!·.M.S. (F·oreign Hilitary §ales) occured for 

4. F'.D.A. refers to countries like Turl:rey, Greece, Iran 
and South Korea. 
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various reasons. The most important cause can be termed 

the larger change in United States foreign policy best expressed 
5 

in the NiXon Doctrine. Another important factor was the 

position of oil-rich countries that could procure any weapon 

at practically any price. In fact it was during the oil 

crisis that Arne rica acquired a dominant position in the 

world arms-trade. Later when President Carter assumed office 

he promised to curb tte F'.M.S. sales but his condition that 

other suppliers also apply restraint and his high ceilings 

that became targets in fact were factors that worked against 

his intentions. And now With President Reagan out to arm 

the world again in a bid to re-instill the American confidence 

in its allies once again poses a grave threat for the third 

world in terms of both political stability as well as 

economic well being. 

Soviet Union 

The Soviet Union annually supplies to the third world 
. 6 

arms worth over 2, 960 million dollars. The re c$pients of 

Soviet arms can be put into three categories, (a) Ideologically 

5. The NiXon doctrine called upon the US allies to bear 
their ovln burden of defense as result of the American 
experience in Vietnam. 
David Parkard the deputy secretary of defence in 1970 
explained lUbe Nixon doctrine as: "The best hope of reduc
ing our overseas involvements and expenditures lies in 
getting allied and friendly nations to do even more ·in 
their own defence. To realise that hope, hov1ever, 
reQuires that we must continue , if re que s te ci, to give 
ar sell them the tools they need for this bigger load 
we are urging tllem to assume", See Michae 1 T. Klare in 
Society, Sept. -0 ct. 1974. 

6. According to SIPRI this is the recent American 
estimate. 
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compatible states such as Warsaw Pact countries and Algeria, 

Cuba, Vietnam, Angola and Ho zambique; (b) Non-aligned 

countries facing threat from neighbouring pro-'iestern 

nations such as India, Ethiopia and Afghanistan and, 

(c) Liberation movements. 

A statement in a Pravda.:. article clarifies the Soviet 

view on arms transfers where in it oonside rs arms exports as 

an "inalienable part of imperialism's global strategy for 

shoring up its shaky positions and combating the forces 

of peace cand progress. The Soviet Union and other Socialist 

countries naturally show understanding when asked by 

various states to supply the arms they need to protect 

themselves from aggression. The aggressor and victim of 
7 

aggression must not be placed at par". 

Inspite of all the socialist progressive claims of 

the soviet arms policy the Soviet Union has transfered arms 

to countries like Libya, Uganda, Ethiopia, Iraq, Syria, 

Yemen and Afghanistan. 

In mid-seventies USSR was the largest supplier to 

the J.vli<idle East. Upto 1975 it accounted for more than 50% 

of all major arms transfers to the Indian sub-continent, 

most of which were for India. The second largest importer 

of Soviet arms on the sub-continent is now Afghanistan. 

7. Pravda article quoted by TASS on 27th January 1979. 
SIPF~I Yearbook, 198~, p. 70. 
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After 1975, USSH also replaced France as major supplier 

to the Saharan Africa be cause of the new importers Angola 

and Mo~zambique. Similar was the case in North Africa 

where Libya is a major buyer. To Central America, Soviet 

Union remains the largest exporter largely owing to the 

Cuban connection. 

Though upto the sixties Soviet arms exports were 

conducted on government to government long term barter-basis 

recently the picture has changed a little wi tlhl tre Soviet 

"Cnion ready to receive hard currency for its arms and mor-e 

so since 1977. The liberal crellti t terms with 2-3%, rates 

of interest and paJ'1nent upto 10 years, remain but overall 

conditions are less generous. This is illustrated by Libya 
<ll\cl. 

paying cash on delivery, A.. Zambia which in early 1980 

ordered arms more than 85 million dollars worth and agreed 

to pay 20/tJ in advance and the rest in 7 years With COirJD.e rcial 

interest rates. 

It is to be noted that the USSR has ·been able to 

keep arms transactions under greater control than its western 

counterparts that offer excuses for arms sales getting out 

of possible and planned constraints. 

l{ECEPIENTS 

Since this study deals With only the third world 

importers a mention of the chief underdeveloped recrpipients 

is necessary. 
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West Asia 

~.Jest Asia has been by far the largest arms importing 

region of the third World accounting for 48 per cent of all 

third world imports of major weapons. out of the total of 

eighty-eight countries that imported major weapons in the 
8 

1970s. The reasons for this are consistent with the two 

broad determinants of the phenomena (a) Conflict cause 

(b) Interests of the great powers and mainly the super 

powers in the s tra te gic geographic position of West Asia 

as well as the oil resources there. 

During 1970-74 the Soviet ltnion accounted for 51 per 

cent arms supplies to the region and America accounted for 

34 per cent. Later however the trend changed and during 

1975-79 the United States1 share rose to 61 per cent and m 
9 

the Soviet share fell to 15-20 per cent. 

It is prudent to consider Iran's example first 

be cause of the colossal arms imports tt.is country indulged 

in during the Shah1 s regime, especially between 1953 and 

1979. Arms transfers in the case of Iran played a very 

blatant role in American foreign policy, Whose interests 

coincided With the Shah's ambition to restore the ancient 

Persian Empire. For the United States Iran had .become a 

'Jt'o:rward Defense Area'. As much as 8 million dollars per 

day became the~ cost of the Shah's extravagant weapons import. 

8. Frank Barna by' and Honald Huis ken, Arms Uncontrolled. 
(Harvard Univ. Press, Camb. :tvrass. 1975) p. 35. 

9. SIPRI Yearbook, 1981, P• 112. 
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He imported all sorts of advanced military hardware as Well 

as exclusive 'counter insurgency' or 'police' arms for the 
10 

SAVAK. By 1975 the Shah's arsenal included 300 Chieftan 

tanks plus 1680 on order, 860 medium tanks with 250 Scorpian 

tanks on order, 238 combat aircraf~ with 349 fighters on 

order. His total defence,expenditure for 1975-76 was 

estimated at$ 10,405 million or nearly a third of the total 

GNP of Iran and slightly more than Bri tair1s defence expendi-
1ct 

ture which had more than five times Iran's GNP. 

The Iran revolution resulted in serious economic 

problems for the arms suppliers due to cancellation of orders -

for instance, the cancellation of the 160 :B'-16 fighters 

worth $ 3500 dollars, seven AWACS worth $ 1300 million and 

400 PhoeniX missiles worth$ 1000 million. Iran could be 

cited as a good example of a third world country actually 

supporting tre economy of an industrialized super po\-rer. 

This was further evident When ~resident Carter allowed 

Northrop to develop the F-18 L Cobra aircraft exclusively 

on Iranian request. Another example of this was When the 

Grumman Corporation in'New York was actually financed by 

the Shah of Iran to the tune of $ 75 million required to 

ensure the delivery of the J!·-14 Tomcat fighters to Iran in 
12 

time. 

10. SAVAK stands for the secret Iranian police meant primarily 
to thwart and suppress popular r-evolt. 

11. Tge Military Balance 1975-76, IISS, London, 1976. 
See Anthony Sampson, The Arms Bazaar (N.Y. Bantam Books, 
1978) pp. 288-9. 

12. Anthony Sampson, The Arms Bazaar, (New York, Bantam 
Books, 1978) p. 286. 
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So immense were the American exports to Iran than on the 

change of government in Iran the United States actually 

perceived a security threat from the 80 Grumman F-14 Tomcat 

fighters (a:rmed with Phoenix missiles) from Iran. And 

further What happened prQved the suppliers~ superiority once 

again. This was reflected in the United States intention 

to repurchase the unused I-14s, for a unit price of 10-13 

~ million which wa9 exactly half the price Iran paid for 

the jets. .And even this was opposed by the company that 

produced them be cause of the feared shortening in the 

production run of the aircraft. 

Saudi Arabia occupied the second position amongst 

importers during ~ 1978. Eve rjs}ince the demise of the 

Shah's regime in Iran and other developments in the Gulf 

region1 the Saudis have been getting an even better deal 

from the Americans. Though France has always been competing 

with the American trade interests in Arabia_ythe United 

States still supplies about 79 per cent of major arms to the 

Saudis. Out of the total F'.M.S. sales (worth 6300 $million) 

from the United States! Saudi Arabia accounted for as much 

as $ 3700 million, roughly 58%. The fact that United States) 

arms sales to Arabia have been closely related to oil 

production is indicated by the decision of the State Depart

ment to sell $ 1200 million worth additional arms to Saudis 
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after the latter's July 1979 announcement of increase in 

oil production. In fact in tre early seventies it was more 

the oil factor because of which Saudi Arabia could afford 

the most elabora~e weapons With t.tEir exorbitant prices. 

Recently the United States, on President Reagan's initiative, 

has struck a bi~rre $ 10 billion \veapon' s sale deal with 

Saudi Arabia that will also include 5 AWACS warning and 

control aircraft. 

The volatile situation be tween North and South Yemen 

has resulted in the import of weapons into the two countries. 

The Marxist South Yemen is believed to have utilized the 

services of 800 Soviet and .500 Cuban advisers during the 

seventies. North Yemen also accomoda ted about 200 military 

advisers besides the military equipment from the USSR. 

The situation seems a little unusual because North Yemen 

enlisted the help of the United States too when in 1976 the 

United States concluded a trilateral agreement with saudi 

Arabia and North Yemen for $ 14o million wor·th of defense 

equipment to the latter paid by Saudi Arabia. In 1979 

President Carter decided to deliver 12 F-.$ fighter air

crafts to :North Yemen as a part of $ 300 million package 

aid. Urgent shipments were made to North Yemen of tanks, 

anti-aircraft weaponry and aircrafts along with advisers 

that included around 70 United States army and air force 

instructors. 
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In mid-1979 the hostilities halted and Saudi Arabia 

delayed pa;y'II!ent for weapons for North Yemen and the latter 

again resorted to help from the soviet Union. The Soviet 

Union obliged by supplying North Yemen With Nig-21s. It is 

believed that both the super powers maintain an anamolous 

presence in North Yemen in form of arms and advisers. 

Iraq has been gradually increasing its import of arms 

Which it procures largely from the Soviet Union though France 

has also had a good market in Iraq. From France Iraq 

acquired the Euromissile BOT and the ERG-90S Sag&ire vehicle 

specially designed for third world countries. The Soviet 

Union supplied the Nig-23 aircraft and T-72 tank to Iraq 

as well as three submarines. The arms build up in Iraq can 

be explained now largely in te nns of its perception of a 

foreseeable threat from Iran as Well as the Arab-Israeli 

conflict. 

Of late Jordan has been amongst the first four buyers 

in West Asia. Jordan has been a consistent customer of the 

American arms prominent among which have been HIM- 23 B Hawk 

surface to air missile system, armoured ve.h.icles, M-60-.AJ 

battle tank and F- 5E Tiger-2 fighter. Supply of weapons to 

Jordan has been a part of America's larger policy of helping 

all pro-western or anti-Soviet nations in West Asia. 
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Syria is the -largest Soviet arms customer in the 

West Asia though in 1976 it also bought two United States 

transport planes. Like in most other Soviet backed countries 

the Mig-23 and the Nig-23 li'oxba t have been imported by 

Syria as well. 

One of the two largest buyers of arms in the region 

is Egypt. In the pre-1913 period the Soviet Union had given 

to Egypt a massive arsenal along with the required advisers 

and trainees. Eversince the country broke with the Russians 

and patched up with Americans there began an inflow of 

American arms. Sophisticated weapons like .F'-5E came to 

Egypt as did the F-4 Phantarn jets. The peace treaty of 
13 

1978 contained a military aid package to Egypt from the 

United States of$ 1500 million worth. It also contained 

a promise for the supply of not only F-~s but also the 

elaborate F-16s as well as 750 M-113-A2 armoured J)ersonnel 

carriers, the Altvi-7 and AI:tvl-9 air to air missiles and 500 

Nave rick air to surface missiles •. Recently the Reagan 

administration has agreed to send large consignments of 

li'-16 fighters, M-60 tanks and M-113 armoured personn~l 

carriers to Egypt. 

13. The aid package to Egypt comes under the Foreign Military 
Sales programme of the United.States, unlike in the 
case of Israel where the package is partly in N.ili tary 
Aid Pro gramme • 
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Ever since its inception Israel has been a big market 

for the United States arms industry. OWing to the Arab-Israeli 

conflict the arms sold to this country have been effectively 

consumed and therefore a consistent need for them has been 

generated. During the entire 1970s the United States was 

the sole supplier to Israel with al'le-&JA ~insignificant 

exception of Germany and Britain. The peace treaty of 1978 

has much more in stock (totalling$ 3000 million) for Israel 

than for Egypt. $ 800 million to Israel is just Military 

aid Programme (NAP) grants for the construction of air-

fields in Negev desert. Besides Israel is to acquire 

35 F-15 Eagle fighters, 75B'- 16S aircraft aimed with AIM-7 

and Alh-9 mi.Ssilesf:.s800 M-113- A25 vehicles, Maverick and 
. 14 

Shrike missiles from the United States Under the treaty. 

Therefore, if a war were to occur once again between 

Egypt and Israel one can easily see that the United States 
15 

arms industry would be the sure and sole beneficiary of 

the peace treaty. Regarding the Gulf countries, they have 

been known more to finance the front line Arab countries 

like Egypt (upto late seventies), Syria and Jordan. At the 

October 1974 Arab Summit Conference in Rabat the oil-rich 

states - Saudi Arabia, Libya, Kuwait, Abu Dhabi and Qatar 

14. 

15. 

SIPRI Yearbook, 1980, pp. 104-5. 

Hypothetically stating the belligerant parties~d 
use identical weapons and there would be no ~~~Q 
problems for replenishment vlhich would be ~ty'tne 
common supplier. ~~( \, · 

~ ~, 

~f\-Blg-
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pledged$ 2.35 billion per year,...four years to the front 

16 
line Arab s tate s. 

Abu Dhabi and Oman stand out in the Gulf region in 

the sphere of arms import. They are closely follo\..;red by 

(\,;atar, Dubai and Bahrain in descending order. However 

most vleapons and weapons system in the area have been 

imported from U.K. (mainly) France, Canada and Italy. With 

the exception of the supply of Bill 206 A Jet Ranger, Cessna 

182, Bill 205 and Bell 206 B Jet Ranger aircraft from the 

u.s. to Dubai (in the early seventies) and the Lockheed 
1.1 

C-130 Hercules aircraft from too United States to Abu Dhabi 
, . 

the weapons procurement from super pov1ers is virtually 
17 

absent in the region. 

Far East 

Conflicts arising out of a miX of historical and 

ethnic controversies as well as the involvement of foreign 

powers in the region have been instrumental in promoting the 

arms influx in the Far East. North and South Vietnam alone 

were responsible for 62 per cent import of major arms during 

the war. However 4:-tS now South Korea and Taiwan ~ 

comprise 51 per cent of the total weapons import into the 
18 

region. 

16. A.N. Cahn, ;JJ.J. Kruzel, P.M. Dawkins, J. Huntzinger, 
Controlling Future Arms Trade (NcGraw Hill Book Co. 
1977) pp. 35-36. 

17. See Arms Trade Registers: The Arms Trade With the 
Third World SIPRI (Almqvis t & Wiksell, sweden 1975) 
pp. 41-66. 

18. SIPRI Yearbook 1981, P• 113. 
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After the 'Apocalypse' in Vietnam that resulted in 

the influx of unprecented amount of military hardware there 

has been a revival of substantial arms imports with the 

arrival in Vietnam of soviet weapons to the tune of $ 5 

billion. In 1979 over a 100 Mig 21s and some Nig 23s were 

acquired by Vietnam. About $5000 million worth of military 

equipment was captured from the Vie taname se by the Saigon 

forces. In tre early part of 1979 alone the soviets 

delivered 74000 tons of armaments into this country. 

China was responsible for arming the .J:\.ampuchean forces for 

a long time and exclusively from 1975 om·1ards. So great 

was the consequence of the import of these instruments of 

destruction into Kampuchea that a whole population faced 

what was near-extinction. 

OWing to its strategic location South Korea has 

al\vays meant a lot in strategic terms to the United States. 

Even the American tactical nuclear weapons were stationed 

in south Korea but were later Withdrawn. By 1978 the 

United States had given$ 1500 million worth of military 

aid to South Korea as compensation for earlier withdrawals 

of soldiers and tactical weapons. By 1982 another$ 1000 

million irlorth of weapons are to be delivered to the country 

on United States account. South Korea has in recent years 

itself ordered 100 F-5E and 50 F-4 ·Phantom aircraft from 

the United States. 
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Taiwan is another Israel as regards its relationship 

with America. During the 70s particularly Taiwan has been 

able to acquire a formidable military might in the region 

by the help of American armaments. In the late seventies 

Taiwan became the second largest arms importer after South 

Korea. Amongst its more conspicuous acquisitions from the 

United states are the 200 F-5E fighters and the F-4 Phantom 

jets. Unfortunately for Taiwan the development of the 

Sino-United States relationship in recent years caused 

carter to impose a ban over arms supply to Taiwan for a 

year in 1979. Anyhow the deliveries of armaments continue 

unaffected. 

Fhilippines is a country Where authoritarian rule has 

been imposed by Ferdinand Narcos since 1972. As a result 

of the martial law all or most human rights seem suspended 

but the United States has supplied 90% of arms to the 

country that includes counter-insurgency equipment as well. 

In fact the NAP grants to the Phillipines have doubled since 

1972. Amongst the weaponry given by the United States are 

the OV -10 Bronco fighter, cadillac Gage V. 150 armoured cars 

and helicopter gunships. In the South these weapons have 

been used against Muslim insurgents and in the North against 

the People 1 s army. 



It is ironic that Indonesia is one of the poorest 

countries of the region and yet was the 1 beneficiary' of 

~40 million Fl''lS sales from America in 1978. This amount 

hov1ever was a 70% increase from the previous year. The 

weapons imported were OV-10A Bronce COIN fighter, Cadillac 

V-150 armoured cars, revolvers, ammunitions and tear gas. 

Indonesia has been belligerent with the Portugese colony 

of East Timor since 1975 and with the local F're tilin 

liberation movement. 

Malaysia is a comparatively new market for United 

States arms and recently tre United States has marketed 

:B-5E Tiger-2 fighters and COn., weapons like 5-61 helicopters 

and V -150 commando armoured cars. 

·.rhailand is another country that is rising in the 

ranks for American arms. It purchased since 1976, F-5E 

Tige r-2 fighters, AIN-9 Sidewinder air-to-air missiles, 

M-48 and N-60 tanks and armoured cars from the United States. 

It is expected that with the situation as it is in Indo .... 

China the United States will in years to come look favourably 

upon the Thais. 
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AF'RICA 

In Africa the liberation wars in the Portugese colonies, 

fighting in the Horn of Africa over the Ogaden province, 

liberation movement conflicts in South Africa and Rhodesia 

(which also affected the front line states like Angola, 

L:ambia and Hozambique), the West Saharan conflict and Libya's 

increasing interest in tiest Asia comprise the determinants 

for arms influx into this region. Besides, the growing 

awareness of the presence of strategic raw materials in the 

region also attracted the interest of the foreign powers in 

Africa. After the sixties tLe French and British monopoly 

of arms supply to African countries was brolr.en by the USSR 

first which was later follO\ve d by the United States 1 as we 11. 

While the former concentrated upon Algeria, Libya, Angola 

($400 million worth of arms aid) Mozambique and Ethiopia 

(:;., one billion wor·th of weapor,.s) the former tooh interest 

in Norocco, Tunisia, Kenya and Sudan. Thus Africa now accounts 

for 21 per cent of the total third viOrld impol'ts making it 

the second largest importing region in the third \vorld. 

Oviing to the immense Libyan arms imports the entire 

region stands out as the third largest arms importer. 

Libya takes 65JC: of total imports to North Africa and is 

largely a Soviet customer importing weapons like SCUD 

missiles, HIG-23 fighters and T-72 tanks. Libyan 11eapons 
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have been largely used in support of other Muslim states 

in their· fight against Israel. Idi Amin of Uganda is known 

to have received arms from Libya. 

The 1970s saw a steadily increasing militarization 

of the Republic of South Africa. Inspite of the United 

Nations embargo on supply of arms to the country South 

Africa has maintained substantial imports by various methods. 
19 

Smuggling, 'civilian' imports and third party imports, 

are the tactics used by the south African government. 

Besides many private companies have 'privately' op:med 

subsidiaries in the country and a few American and British 

ones have threatened to take a larger share of production 

to South Africa if the controls on exports are not eased. 

owing to semi-private and industry contracts in the United 

States of A me rica a lone the South African army has rea che d 

the state of having one of the most advanced artilleries in 

the world- the GC-45 howitzer. Even Israel has supplied 

South Africa a lot of American arms. The C-130 Hercules 

transport aircraft that was bvught from the United States 

for civilian purposes was finally used for airlifting troops. 

19. Refers to import of goods that can be used for military 
as well as civilian or;erations e.g. engines, electronics. 
South Africa has about 500 Cesona light aircraft for 
border patrol that can all be deployed for warfare. 
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As Rhodesia, under Ian Smith the country faced an 

arms embargo but managed its supply from South Africa and 

through illegal trade. Rhodesia also obtainedEuropean arms. 

President Kixon bad blatantly stated that Zaire was 

•a good investment' as did President Carter appreciate Zaire 1 s 

commercial importance for America. The United States has 

supplied anti-personnel rockets and C..,1JO H Hercules air-

craft to the country at many occasions. 

Zambia is one of t.te Soviet customers though not 

exclusively. Among the import from USSR to Zambia were lvl.IG 

fighters, tanks and armoured cars. 

La tin A me rica 

Initially Latin American defence policies were largely 

dictated by the needs of the United States and therefore 

there was an emphasis on the internal security resulting 
-

in the demand mainly of counter-insurgency weapons. However 

the 1970s saw the Latin American countries acquiring a 

comparatively more inde:t=endent policy posture resulting in 

the import of arms by tre region from European countries. 

This situation in turn brought about some rethinking on the 

.American side and the United States finally could secure 

its position by 1975-79 as the single largest supplier of 

arms to the region. The Soviet arms however remain absent 

in the region with the sole exception of Cuba. 
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Brazil can be str:ategically compared to India being 

~ developing nation as well as a regionally dominant power. 

ThereforeJlike IndiaJwe see in Brazil a country tbat is 

diversifying its sources of arms though most of its arms 

have come from the United States with Which it has had 

occasions of strain too; In 1977 alone Brazil purchased 
20 

$200 million worth of United States arms. The other sub-
l'fl!e. 

stantial sources of"Brazilian arsenal have been France, 

Ge nnany and Britain. 

Before the United States put an embargo on supplying 

arms to Argentina the former was the chief supplier of arms 

to the latter. In fact just before the ban the carter Govern-. 

ment had authorized $120 million in military hardware export 

to the country. Even inspite of the cut off 30 Argentinian 

army officers received United states training in 1979 and 

Argentina continues to get dual purpose goods like patrol 

cars and computers. 

Chile is the third largest importer of arms in south 

America. During Allende's regine America gave arms to Chile 

under IVJAP grants as well as FMS sales but after him only 

commercial sale_s by private companies were allowed. Cancel

lation of FMS and MAP deliveries to Chile were compensated 

by the United States loans and investments in tre country 

20. SIPRI Yearbook, 1980, p. 115. 
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during Pinoche ts' times that enabled Chile to purchase 

$ 12 million worth of ammunition be fore all loopholes were 

blocked by tbe United States congress. 

Cuba as --'is a well known ally of the Soviet Union, 

it is equipped with elaborate Soviet weapons like the MIG-27 

and the very presence of innumerable Russian advisers is 

mainta.ine d there. Though it would not be possible to obtain 

accurate statistics on Cuban arms imports it would be 

feasible not to underestimate the foreign migh:t there. 

Virtually all arms in Nicaragua came from the United 

S ta. te s • In the la t te r half of the 70s t re Unite d State s 

aid to Nicaragua was doubled going ;to the tune of $5 dollars 

a year around 1975. However after the Somoza regime the 

United States halted- supplies to Nicaragua. 

To Gautamala, El-Salvador, Honduras and Haiti tte 

United States is the more or less the sole supplier. 

South Asia 

In the arms-importing third world regions south Asia 

ranked third in the early seventies and s:iXth in the late 

seventies. The largest importer in the region is lndia 

followed by Pakistan. The other countries of the region 

import very marginally. 
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India 
' 

India's policy of arms acquisition has been governed 

by its security considerations arising out of threats at 

the subcontinent level (mainly Pakistan and China) and 

threats from radical uprisings within the country. 

It was only after 1962 that India stepped up its 

defense modernization effort as a result of the 1962 Sino-

Indian war and the increased threat perception from Pakistan. 

In the fifties India had acquired weapons largely from 

Britain. These weapons included spitfire and Tempest 

fighter aircrafts, Short Sealand, D.H. Vampire utility 

transports and Fairy .Firefly and canberra aircrafts. From 
21 

France India acquired Ouragans and Das sault Nys te re 

fighters and Chipmunk from Canada during the same period. 

In 1956 India signed the deal placing an order for assembly 

and licenced production of Gnot fighter aircraft. An agree

ment was also signed for the production of Avro-148 aircraft 

With Britain on 7th July 1959. 

The Indian army" purchased 30 Sherman tanks from the 

United StatesfAmerica in 1953 and British Humber and Daimlen 

AC vehicles were purchased between 1948 and 1951. Along 

with the ten-year programme of indigenization and gradual 

21. The Times, 15 December 1953, India had first considered 
buying Meteors from Britain. The owagans were probably 
financed by a United states subsidy. SIPRI, Arms 
Trade with the Third World (Sweden, Alruqvist & Wikselli 
1971), p. 481. They were also probably cheaper as 
they were obsolescent in Europe. 
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22 
development of the naval carrier task force the Indian 

navy acquired 3 'R' class destroyers and 2 oilers from 

Britain in 1948-50. India purchased a fleet replenishment 

vessel from Italy in 1953. Another light cruiser was 

purchased from Britain in 1954 as well as two inshore nine 

sweefers in 1955. 

It was only after 1959 that India realiz.ed the 

necessity of high attitude operation aircraft. It purchased 

MI-4 Hound helicopters, .JI-14 transports and AN-12 heavy 

air-freighters from the Soviet Union in 1960-61. India 

also purchased Fairchild C-119G, transport aircraft from 

the USA and order-ed Sikorsky S-62 S in August 1960. In 

response to reports abolll.t Pakistan's acquisition of F-104 

supersonic aircra fts India began negotiating with the 

Soviet Union for the MIG-21s and finally signed an agreement 
23 

for their production in India. 

For the army were purchased British Centurion heavy 

tanks arild the French .A:tvD(-13 light tanks to counter Pakistan's 

M-41 Bulldog tanks. India further entered into the licenced 

production of .Japanese Nissan Patrol .Jeeps and one-ton 
24 

trucks and west-German 3-ton trucks in 1959-61. In tre 

Navy the emphasis was on anti-submarine and anti-aircraft 

22. L • .J. Kavic, India's ~uest for security (California: 
University of california, 1967), p. 117. 

23. Kavic, n. 2S., pp. 107-8. 

24. Raju G.C. The Defence of India (MacMillan, 1975), 
p. 159. 
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frigates. From 1955-61 the air arm of the Naval fleet was 

developed and modernized. Vampire jet trainers and HT-2 

jet trainers were added. In 1957, Hercules- light fleet 

carrier was purchased from the Royal N~vy, 24 Sea Hawk 

NK-6 jet fighter bombers were ordered from Britain. 

15 Brequet 1050 Alize turboprop aircraft in 1960 and 4 
25 

A.lovatte 3 helicopters in 1962 were ordered from France. 

After the 1962 war was made the announcement of Anglo

American aid to India worth Rs. 57 crores rreant for hardware 

for use vis-a-vis the Chinese· threat. The split between 

Soviet Union and China in 1962 further strengthened the 

Indo-Soviet friendship the token of Which came in the form 

of 6 IvliGs in 1963 Which the Soviet Union had earlier r efused 

to convert into all-weather and night planes sui table for 
26 

deplo;yment at the Himalayan border. In 1964 the USSR 

extended $30 million loan to India for the purchase of 

fighters, helicopters and light tanks. India also received 

erne rgency aid from Canada, France and Australia - totalling 
27 

$10 million .approximately that included Caribou, Dakota, 
\ 

and Packet aircraft. In 1965 the same year, Y.B. chavan, 

then Defence Minister visited USA to ensure American aid 

25. Kavic, n. 2S., pp. ·120-21. 

26. J-oshua and Gibert, Guns and Rubles (USA: American
Asian Educational Exchange, 1970), p. 23. 

27. SIPlii, n. 27, p. 417. 
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for India's 5-year defence plan. The Americans assur-ed 

India of I 10 mn for purchase of defence articles and services, 

assistance worth ~ 50 mn. for FY 1965 and $ 50 mn credit 

for an artillery plant at Ambajhari. The British aid was 

estimated at 24.7 million pound sterling for 1962-63 to 

1968-69. 

As a result of the 1965 Indo-Pak war the USA and UK 

imposed embargoes on both the belligerent countries. The 

embargo was lifted in 1966-67 following India's import of 

Soviet arms like the Jvii-4 helicopters, SU-7 ground attack 

fighters and naval and torpedo boats. The USA then offered 

India S 17 mn for completing the air warning system in a 

bid to balance the groWing Soviet influence. ~l/hen the United 
I 

States went to Pakistan s aid in 1970 it generated a lot 

of discussion in India. K. Subrhamanyam became one of the 

ardent advocates of rapid improvement of defence capability 
28 

including the hastening of MIG-21 M project. 

From 1971 onwards India realized that the United 

States could not be relied upon and that the Soviet Union 

was more viable in terms of reliance in the face of external 

threats. Therefore it also became necessary and urgent for 

India to get Soviet military support to neutralize possible 

28. K. Subrhamanyam, 11 The US Arms to Pakistan in the 
context of Indo-US Relations 11 in Seminar on American 
Arms to Pakistan (New Delhi: IDSA, 1970) Part III. 
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Chinese or American intervention to aid their ally Pakistan • 

T-he result of this realization was the Indo..Soviet Treaty 

of 7th August 1971. Articles 8, 9 and 10 were significant 

provisions in ·the treaty (see appendix). Through the 1971 

war and during the 1970s Indian arms acquisition in all 

categories has been primarily from the USSR ( 10% of the 

total). The terms have been either long term credits or on 

barter basis. However 1n recent years the Soviet Union has 

refused· to accept barter agreements and asked for payment 

• 

in dollars and India has once again started diversifying its 

arms purchase from other Western sources, such as the 

purchase of Jaguars f:rom Great Britain in 1978 and the 

recent tentative intention of purchasing the f.iirage-2000 

from F'rance. Tt.a.e military modernization plan is likely 

to cost India as much as $ 14 billion (Rs. 12,600 crore). 

during this decade • 

fakistan 

Pakistan has always had a limited domestic arms 

industry and an unlimited th1-eat perception more or less 

entirely from India. It is in this light that one can under

stand that Pakistan• s defence expenditure has continued to 

remain approximately 5'0% of the Government expenditure met 

i'lt)m revenue. 
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During the 1950s Pakistan received large amounts of 

military aid from the US under the .Mutual Defence Assistance 

Programme of 1954. Senator Saxby in his senate speech of 

October: 12, 1970 estimated military assistance to Pakistan 
29 

between 1954 and 1965 at $ 2,000 million. 

Estimates for 1956-60 suggest that Pakistan received 

approximately 70~;-90% of ~517 mn. military assistance, 
30 

stability aid $ 387 mn. and $ 309 rr.n of PL-480 assistance. 

During its alliance with the West,Pakistan5 emphasis 

was on building its air force. It received 120F-86s, 

26 B- 57 Can be rras and 12 F -1045 along with Sidewinder 

air-to-air missiles. By 1963 Pakistan became completely 

dependent on the US for the supplies of spares, repair and 

maintenance. Similar was the case with the Army Which 

received from America arms like the Patton tanks, heavy 

artillery and N-24, N-4, N-41 tanks. The Navy however 

continued to receive vessels from Britain but under HAP 

finance. The first United-States submarine was given on 

loan to Pakistan in 1964. 

After the 1965 embargo and de te riora tion of its 

relation with Americ~ Pakistan turned to China. Rapproach

ment with China was followed by the signing of the Air 

29. Col. R. Rao, "Ann~ Supplies to Pak", in Seminar on 
American Anns to .takistan (.New Delhi, IDSA, 1970), p·.2. 

30. Arms A. Jordan Jr., Foreign Aid and the Defence of 
South East Asia (New York: Praeger, 1962) • .According 
to Selig Harrison l•JAP coiDini tment was $522 mn. 
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Transport Agreement on 29th A ugus"t 1963. il.cco rding to the 

Annual Report of the Defence Ninistry 1969, Pakistan had 

received Chinese equipment which incl~ded 120 MIGs, two 

squads of II-28s, equipment for two infantry divisions, 

large number of vehicles, artillery pieces and spares for 
31 

tanks and aircraft. 

Around the mid-lHJtties Pakistan's relationship 

improved \vit·h the USSR as well and the result was military 
32 

aid from Soviet uniori worth $ 10 million as well as NI..:6 

helicopters· 150 T-54/55 and 20 PT-76 tanks, 1JO mn artillery 

guns, spares for HIG aircrafts, ammunition and other mis-
33 

cellaneous stores. Pakistan also acquired arms from Europe so 

as to overcorr.e the problems created by the United States 

embargo of 1965. The :French arms transactions included 

Mirage III, Alowtte III aircraft, 3 submarines and missiles. 

90 F-86 Salve jet fighters were imported from West Germany 

via Iran, M-47 Patton tanks ~o.rere acquired from Italy. 

Belgium supplied surplus F'-104 aircraft to Pakistan. Turkey, 

I ran and Portugal also gave arms and ammunition (NATO 

equipment) to Pakistan and Saudi Arabia gave monetary aid. 

Finally, in 1970 the US made the "one time exception!! and 

sold 300 M-113 Armoured fighting vehicles to Pakistan. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

Hindustan Times (New Delhi), 8th April 1970 

M. Ayub, "Soviet Arms Aid to Pakistan11
, E.P.W. 

(Bombay), 19 October 1968, pp. 1613-14. 

SIPhi, n.27, p. 499. 
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It also sold to the latter ATH missiles and 100 Corsair 

bombers in 1977 to dissuade Pakistan from signing a deal 

with :F'rance for nuclear reactors. 

Thus Pakistan was successful in diversifying its 

sources of military hardware towards the late seventies. 

However, its main suppliers are China and France. The United 

States and USSR have in the recent years supplied arms to 

Pakistan only as exception as in the case of LTVA-7 Corsair II 

Bombers, Hughes BGN-71 TOW, anti-tank missiles, tank recovery 

vehicles and 1 gearing' destroyer from the United States in 

1977 and SS-N-2 Sty--x, Osa-class missile boats and patrol 

boats from USSR in 1975. 

Now hov1ever with the recent turn of events in Iran 

and Afghanistan America has done some re-thinking on Pakistan 

1-Thich is clearly evident in the former's offer of the most 

e labo rate £'-16 aircraft to the latter. Thus it would not 

be preposterous to state that if the $ '3.2 billion (Rs.2880 

crores) military aid package inclus&teof the F-16s is approved 

by the United States Senate yet anothe.r arms race would be 

triggered off on the sub-continent. 

The Soviet Union has been supplying military hardware 

to Afghanistan right from tt.e early 1930s. Off and on 

Soviet "\veapons have been imported inspite of the erratic 

intentions of Afghans, as in 1946, to import American 
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weaponry. Soviet weapons to Afghanistan have included 

Mig-17s Yak-11s, II-28s, 1Vlig-19s and MIG-21s as we1l as 

missiles and tanks. Anyhow all previous aid was dWarfed 

when the series of political events took place starting 

from Nr. Noham.rned Tarakhi' s coup in April 1978. Eversince 

heavy weaponry, like tanks, APCs, MI-24 helicopters, MIG-21s, 

artillery pieces including mortars and even troops have been 

made their way down south from the Soviet Union. Thus with 

the Afghan situation shaping as it is the aspiration of 

Shah Jvlahmud (The Afghan Prime Ivlinister in 1946) that Afghanis-
34 

tan would no longer be used as a •pathway to empire' seems 

to be diminishing. 

Nepal's recent decision ( 1979) to set up an Air Force 

has attracted the u.s. (besides France, Britain and China) 

to provide the aircraft. As regards army supplies Nepal's 

traditional supplier has been India but in recent years the 

Soviet Union supplied small arms, anti-tank grenades and 

mines. 



Chapter III 

POLITICAL AND STRATEGIC FACTOHS NOTIV.ATING 
THE SUPPLIEhS 

Having briefly summarized the quantum of arms trade, 

it now becomes feasible to deal with factors that motivate 

arms transactions. This chapter and the next however 

take up the reasons as to Why suppliers (the super powers) 

supply arms to the Third World. 

After the Second World War the United States and the 

USSR emerged clearly as the two strongest political and 

military powers. The rivalry between tre tvTo povTers could 

be seen right from the beginning of the alliance of USSR 

and the Allies on the question of Germany, Soviet role in 

international politics, Eastern Europe follo1ried by the 

Soviet-Czech alliance and subsequent Coup d'etat in 

February 1948 and finally the Soviet nuclear detonation 

of 1949. Thus what resulted was the 'Cold War•, generating 

an arms race and a bipolar world order of power. 

To America the issue was not merely one of capitalism 

versus Socialism but its a major concern was protecting 

Europe from falling prey to 1 Stalinism• and according to 

A.Schlesinger, it was an issue between "democracy and 
1 

Stalinism" • 

1. Arthur Schlesinger, Dynamics of World Power: A Docu+, 
mentary Ristory of United States Foreign Policy 
( 1945-73) (N.Y.: Chelesa House Publishers in association 
with McGraw Hill Book Co., 1973). 
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The Cold War be came even more entrenched as both 

superpowers got involved in conflicts in distant lands -

perceiving relative differences as absolute, raising local 

issues to global level and further by introducing the 

element of morality and ideology. In actuality what 

existed was the struggle for power. Unfortunately even 

the under developed countries fell prey to the superpower 

rivalry. Besides the European theatre the points where 

the Cold War got aggravated hap:r;ene d to be in the under

develope d regions. 

When dealing with the political and strategic factor 

motivating the superpo'itfers to supply arms to the third 

world it would be prudent to tah-e the case of each super

power separately. 

The case of the United States 

J:i'ollowing the Potsdam Confe renee the hopes of future 

world peace were cast aside. George Kennan then postulated 

the United States foreign policy of containment of the 

Soviet expansive policies. He wrote in his 11x'-a rticle 11 , 

" ••• In these circumstances it is clear that the main 

element of any U.s. policy towards the Soviet Union must be 

that of long term, patient but firm and vigilant containment 

of Russian expansive tendencies --- by the adroit and 

vigilant application of counterforce at a series of constantly 
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shifting geographical and political points, corresponding 
2 

to shifts and manoeuvres of Soviet policy •••• " The 

American policy of containment of Soviet pov1er necessitated 

the creation of a far flung system of military bases. 

Because a lot of strategically important area was in the 

third world many an underdeveloped world nations signed 

various treaties with the United States under the auspicies 

of the latter's containment policy. 

In the late fifties the Dni ted States policy under 

Eisenhower changed from "containment of communism)'to "Massive 

Retaliation". This policy was characterized by continuation 

maintenance and, most importantly, extension of the military 

assistance programme. Under this policy the third world 

area that figured most conspicuously on the American arms 

aid charts was the periphery of China. 

By the late 1950s, with the development of new and 

better delivery systems for nuclear weapons the 1Nassive 

Retaliation policy became obsolete. The objective during 

Kennedy's time was to combine 11 flexible responsen with 
3 

"assured destruction capability". The "United States then 

2. George Kennan under the pseudonym "X", 11 The Sources of 
Soviet Conduct", Fomign Affairs (N.Y.) vol. 25, J"uly 
1947, pp. 566-82. 

3. hobert l1cNamara 6.efined it as the strategic policy "to 
deter deliberate nuclear attack on the US or its allies. 
we do t.i:-liS by maintaining a highly reliable ability to 
inflict unacceptable damage upon any single aggressor 
or combination of aggressors at any time during the 
course of a. strategic nuclear exchange, even after 
absorbing a surprise first strike ... We must possess 
an actual assured destrw.ction capability, and that 

( contd •••. ) 
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tightened its strategic control over its allies. The strategy 

of flexible response led to the growth of conventional and 

counter-insurgency arms. The centre of cold war confronta-

tion shifted from Europe to the developing countries and 

the most devastating demonstrati.on of this nevl confrontation 

was in Vietnam. 

The American policy in the years following 1969 

remained unchanged Ond Nixon attempted to 1L€ rely modify the 

Kennedy Johnson policy. In his report before the Congress 

he said: "The post-war order of international relations --. 

The configuration of po\-Ier that emerged from the second 
4 

wor·ldwar ---is gone". Based on his understanding of 

(last page f .n. contd.) 
3. capability must also be credible". Cf. The Essence of 

Security (N.Y. Harper and Row, 1968), p. 52. 

4. President F.ichard M.Nixon's report to the u.s. Congress, 
U.s. :Foreign PolicY: for 20s ••••• ; Bu_il_ding for Peace 
(Washington D • .u. 1971). "Revolution and Technology of 
war, superpower parity; revitalization of war delbilitated 
economies, social cohesion and political self-assurance 
of ~estern Europe and J-apan; increasing number of newly 
independent nations; polycentrism of the Socialist Bloc 
into competing centres of power and ideology; and 
fluidity in international relations had contributed in 
changing the international scene from a bipolar to a 
multipolar world". Laird also added that the increasing 
Soviet military capability and deployment of its naval 
forces, the emerging Chinese nuclear threat, need to 
reduce the resources devoted to defense and maintenance 
of United states personnel, need to share defense burden 
With its allies must also be taken into account. 
N.h. Laird, Statement before the House Armed Services 
Committee on F'y 1972-76 Defense Programme and 12~ 
Defense Budget (Washington 1971). 



international politics as 11 parity, multipolarity and (need 
5 

for) reduced American drive", Nixon advocated a policy 

based on principles of strength, partnership and willingness 

to negotiate. He further emphasised the need of U.S. policy 

to preserve adequate strategic nuclear capability for 

detterence. He stressed upon increasing self-reliance 

amongst the U.S. 1 s allies and upon counter-insurgency 

operations and intervention in local conflicts. However 

it may be noted that 11 Nixon and Kissinger both tended to 

regard arms selling as an extension of diplomacy, in the 

nine tee nth century tr-adition, and neither had serious 
6 

inhibitions about their means." 

The U.s. has from the Nixon period anci through 

President Carter's time has maintained a balance with 

Soviet Union in Europe, Middle East and South East Asia. 

Where its interests are directly threa tenad the U.S. 

provides a shield for its allies - such as the guarantee 

of survival for Israel and protection of Japan. It main-

tains a presence in the Iv.tediterranean and the Pacific. 

In the third world it maintains a special presence of 

influence in we·st and East Asia to prevent any changes in 

the rr1ilitary balance of the region which might jeopardize 

its strategic (and economic) interests. Since the coming 

5·. Walter F'. Rahn, 11 The Nixon Doctrine: Design and Dilemas11
, 

Orbis, vol. 16, no. 2, Summer 1972, pp.~63-63. 

6. Anthony Sampson, The Arms Bazaar (New York, Bantam 
Books, 1978), P• 273. 
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of Reagan administration the U.S. policy seems to be once 

again hardening as regards the U.S. presence in foreign 

lands especially in terms of arms assistance and base 

facilities. Even the pretence of human rights considera-

tions seems to be missing. 

It was dur~ng the Second World war that the US 

launched its policy of transfer of arms under the lend

lease programme. Military assistance be came a basic post 

war policy beginning with aid to Greece and Turkey, the 

NATO alliance with Europe, Iran and South East Asia, 

China, Philippines and Korea. Europe alone received 

59-68 per cent of the total military aid between 1951 and 
7 

1958; thereafter its share declined. 

It was during the cold war period that the u.s.A. 
adopted the Ivlilitary Assistance Programme (:tvlAP). In fact 

till the early 60s the U.s. lite rally gave away weapons to 

the third world countxies which had any importance in the 

Arne r-i can s tra te gy. Up to 19 70 the deli veri e s under HAP 

included 8, 500 fighter aircrafts, 98 destroyers, 24 sub

n>arines, 20,000 tanks, 3000 holtritzers, 5,000 105mrn howitz

ers, 29,000 mortars, 7,000 machine guns and 81,000 sub

machine guns besides a for·Il!idable collection of missiles. 
& 

7. Nili tary Assistance F'acts (Department of Defence, 
Narch 1964), Quoted in: Harold A. Hoary, United States 
Hilitary Assist lrlce; A Study of Policies and pra.ct-i ces 
(:Ne,w York: Praeger, 1965), p. 76. 
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In 1954, attempts were made to reduce the grants 

assistance by the Congress. Thereafter, 30 per cent of _the 

authorized funds were to be used in the form of loans. Aid 

to Europe was reduced and funds diverted to Vietnam, West 

Asia and Latin America. Gradually various types of progra

mmes developed within the U.S. policy of arms transfer 

under the follo\ving legislations: M1A.tual Defence Assistance 

Act, 1949; :tvlutual Security Act 1951; :Foreign Assistance 

Act 1961; _ti'oreign :t>'lilitary Sales Act 1968; and International 

Security Assistance and Arms Export <.,;ontrol Act, 19 76. The 

main objective of JViAP is stated in the Foreign Assistance 

Act 1961; " .•• the intention (is) to promote the peace of 

the world and the foreign policy, security and general 

welfare of the United States by fostering an improved climate 

of political independence and individual liberty, improving 

the ability of friendly countries and international organi-
_(; 

zations to deter or, if necessa_ry, defeat Commurn,t. or 

Communist supported aggression, facilitating arrangements 

for individual and collective security, assist!ing friendly . 

countries to maintain internal security and creating an~ 

environment of securi'ty, <;l.nd ·.stability in the developing 

friendly countries essential to their more rapid social, 
8 

economic and political progre ss 11
• Now exactly hovJ the 

altruistic the latter bit of the act about 'developing 

8. B.obert J. wood, 11 :HilitaryAssistance and the Nixon 
Doctrine", Orbis, vol. 15, no. 1, Spring 1971, p. 251. 
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friendly countries 1 and their 'prof? res s' is to be taken is 

another question. It is however a fact that often aid is 

given to those countries where the United States Wishes to 

maintain base and overflight rights or to those countries 

which seem susceptible to Soviet pressure. The USA came to 

Turkey's aid and extended economic and military assistance 
9 

to the tune of $ 700 mn. each between 1947 and 1950. Turkey 

then became a party to NATO and the Western faction of the 

11 l~orthern Tier". Similarly aid was extended to Iran, Iraq 

and Turkey when it was felt that they were the most likely 
10 

to join an anti-USSh alliance system. Thereafter the United 

States encouraged the formation of the Baghdad Pact, ivithout 

itself joining it. The SEATO, CENTO alliance countries of 

the Cold \.Jar period or else .:t-hB Pakistan, West Asia or Latin 

Arne rica of today all bear testimony to the Arre rican intentions 

behind the varj_ous arms transactions. Had it not been for 

the aid in arms offered to many a country like Chile, the 

Philippines or Korea etc., the United States of America may 

not have been able to exercise t political influence over 

them at all. To meet the exigencies arising out of the 

reaction of various countries to the alliances the Eisenhower 

9. G. Lenczowski, Middle East in Horld Affairs (New York~\. 
19 52) ' p. 149. 

10. J.C. Campbell, Defence of the Hiddle East: Problems of 
American Policy (New York: Harper and Row, 1960), 
pp. 49-60. 
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doctrine was evolved. It emphasized the need to strengthen 

and assist the national independence and integrity of the 

free nations and to protect their territorial integrity, 

if requested, against overt arms aggression from any communist 
11 

country. This allowed Arne rica to intervene in the affairs 

of West Asian countries and it allo~>Ied saudi Arabia and 

Jordan to co-operate With the United States vlithout any formal 

commitments. It was unfortunate for America that inspite of 

having lavishly supplied the most modern weaponry to Iran, 

events shape9- in a way that it lost all its reconaissance 

and base facilities in a strategically important area. 

According to an official, American statement, the 

political and strategic interests that are secumd by arms 

aid can be summarized as: 

To support diplomatic efforts to resolve major 

regional conflicts by maintaining local balance and enhancing 

our access and infllJences vis-a-vis the parties; 

To influence the political orientation of nations 

which control stra te gi c resources; 

To help maintain regional balances among nations 

important to (the US) in order to avert war or political 

shifts away from (the uS); 

11. "President asks for ll.Uthorization for US Economic 
Program and for hesolution on Communist Aggression 
in Jvliddle East", Department of State Bulletin, 
Vol. 36(917), 21 January 1957, p. 86. 
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To enhance the. quality and commonality of the capabi

lities of major allies participating with (the US) in joint 

defense arrangements; 

To promote self sufficiency in detterence and defense 

as a stabilizing factor in itself and as a means of reducing 

the level and automacity of possible American involvement. 

To strengthen the internal security and stability of 

the recipients (important to the USA); 

To limit Soviet influence and maintain the balance 

in conventional arms; 

To enhance (the US 1 s) general access to and influence 

With governments and military elites Whose political orienta

tion counts for (the US) on global or regional issues; 

To provide leverage and influence with individual 

governments on specific issues of immediate concern to 

(the US); 

To secure base rights, overseas facilities, and transit 

rights to support the deployment and operations of (American) 
.,, 12 

forces and intelligence systems. 

·The Case of the Soviet Union 

The overall foreign policy of the USSR, according to 

Leonid Bre zhnev, 11 has always been and Will be a class policy, 

12. 95th u.s. Congress, Senate, Committee on Foreign 
Relations, Arms Transfer Policy (Washington 1977) 
pp. 11-12. These objectives are applicable to all 
developing countries except for restraints imposed 
upon Africa and Latin America. · 
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'\)13 
a socialist policy in control and aim. Ba·sed on the Marxist-

Leninist principles of proletarian internationalism and 

peaceful co-existence of the two social' systems (capitalist 

and socialist), its chief task is to fight imperialism, to 

ensure favourable conditions for the development of social:lsm 

and communism; to strengthen the unity and solidarity o_f the 

socialist countries; to aid national liberation and revolu

tionary movements throughout the world and to cooperate 

with the developing countries. Since the two-camp theory 

did not recognize the complete in~le.:J:;nce of the developing 

countries, the Soviet Union initially extended aid only to 

the socialist states and to those countries lvhere anti-

imperialist movements had emerged. Later, in the Khrushchev 

era, the Soviet policy be came one of supporting all the 

newly independent countries irrespective of the class character 

of the ruling elite. This of course was an important change 

in the policy as henceforth the USSh could befriend any regime 

of the third world - which it greatly required in view of 

the Sino-Soviet split and its desire to continue as the leader 
14 

of the Socialist world. The Soviet Union extended its 

influence in the Third World and developed friendly relations 

14. 

L.I. Brezhnev, The Fifteenth Anniversary of theUSSR, 
(A Report, (Hoscow 1972), p. 41. 

See, Lewis A. Frank, The Arms Trade in Intema tional 
Relations (NeW York: Praeger, 1969), p.84; 
SIPhl, Arms Trade With the Third World, Ch.4; 
Joshua and Gibert, Arms for the Third World (Baltimore: 
The John Hopkins .t-'ress, 1969), p. 34. 
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especially Hi th the non-aligned states like Egypt, India_, 

Indonesia and Burma. The global involvement of the Soviet 

Union increased in subsequent years and so did Soviet 

military transactions. The change was marked With Bre zhnev 

taking over the leadership. 

The development of Soviet arms transfer polLcies took 

place in tre context of a reorientation of the overall 

fo1eign policy. The main concerns of the policy of arms 

transfer have been to undermine the influence of Western 

countries, to extend the area of Soviet influence, to have 

friendly relations with neighbouring states, to support 

national liberation movements and to control strategically 

important areas thereby curbing Western access to them. 

Another consideration may be the Soviet desire to maintain 

the position of the Soviet Union as the leader of the 

Socialist world and to meet the Chinese challenge to her 

position. 
'I he. 

With the Signing of I' arms deal With Egypt in 19 55, 

the Soviet Union and its allies broke the Western monopoly 
15 

of weapons supplJ) particularly to the third world. Arms 

assistance began in 1954 to Syria and Guantemala with the 

Soviet Union as the major dono~-furnishing nearly 90% of the 

estimated aid by the Socialist blocs to the third world 

15. George Thayer, The vJar Business ( l\eW York: Simon and 
Ghuster, 1969), p. 327. 
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16 
between 1955 and 1965. Most arms transactions are carried 

out by the Soviet Union on loan or long term credit basis 

varying from 6 to 12 years period or more at a nominal 
17 

rate of 2%-2.5% interest. Mostly the credits are repayable 

on soft terms in local currency or in exchange for commodity 

goods. 

Contemporarily it is the pro-Soviet stand in inter

national affairs and/or hostility to USA and China that 

determine largely as to how favoured the recipient country 

is to be. West Asia is an important a rea for the Russians 

not because the Russians want the oil but in order (i) to 

counter the Mediterranean flank of NATO, (2) to counter

balance the presence of the U.S. Sixth Fleet, (3) to control 

important oil reserve areas on Which the west is heavily 

dependent. Mo1~over, the Russians have been against Zionism 

and ·favour the Arab cause thus pursuing tre 1 diplomacy of 
18 

polarization!. · ~'ihile pursuing detente With Washington, 

Noscow made inroads into west Asia, winning over pro-US 
19 

nations like Turkey. It \'las the desire of countries like 

16. 

17. 

-1 , • 

18. 

Joshua and Gibert, n. 14, p. 98. 

SIPRI, n. 14, p. 189; Joshua and Gibert, n. 14, p. 104. 
Uri Ra 1 anan, The USSR Arms the Third World (Mass.Mit., 
1969), Part I; G. Thayer, n. 15, p. 33. 

J .C. Hurewi tz, 1 0 rigins of the Rivalry' , in: Soviet 
American Rivalry in the Niddle East (N.y., Praeger, 
1969)' p. 1 • 

See J. Glassman, Arms for the Arabs; The Soviet 
Union and War in the Hiddle East (Baltimore: The John 
Hopkins University Press, 1975), ch. 6, p. 191. 
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Egypt to acquire arms from the Soviet bloc that largely 

facilitated the Soviet entry into the region. Russian anns 

like the l".it:,-21s and the T-54/55 tanks marked a qu.alitative 

change from the otherwise obsolete arms available from the 

U.S. tor the tr1ird world. Soviet supplies to Egypt, Syria, 

Iraq and Algeria upgraded the strategic bombing capa bili ties 

of these countries. Later the Soviet Union supplied arms 

to Yemen via Egypt and signed defence agreements -w-ith 
20 

Cyprt:s and Algeria. In the 1970s the Russians supplied 

Egypt advance vTeaponry like 1 Scud1 missiles as \vell as combat 

troops. F·inally, all this helped the Soviet tJnion to main-

tain its fleet in the heditarranean and thus challenge the 

suprBmacy oi the West there. 

In the South and South-East Asia, Afghanistan, India 

and Indonesia have held considerable strategic importance 

for the Soviet Union. Thus in Afghanis tan it maintained 

friendly government-to-government relations by using arms 

and related tec.b..nical aid as a major diplomatic lever 

culminating in the overthrov! of the Daoud regime in 1978, 

by a more pro-Soviet rB gime. With India, the USSH has main

tained an extrBmely cordial relationship, particularly from 

1955 onwards. Cooperation in the field of anns and defence 

industry has been one of the main features of Soviet policy 

regarding India. Sino-Soviet conflict has been an important 

20. Joshua and Gibbert, n. 14, p. 96. SIPHI, n. 14, 
PP. 202-3. 
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factor in this policy. Indonesia got some economic and 

military aid from the Soviet Union in 1964 as the latter 

did not want to lose the former to China. However, after 

the fall of the Sukarno regime, Indonesia turned completely 
21 

towards the West for aid. Furthermore, Cambodia received 

a substantial military aid package from the USSR in 1964 in 

the latter's bid to unde rminin.g Chinese influence in Cambodia 

and also to undercut American assistance. Vietnam received 

approximately~ 25 mn. -vmrth of aid from :the USSR and China 
22 

from 19 56 to 1969. In Laos military aid 1.vas being pumped 

b,y- the Soviet Union in its bid once a gain to compete With 

China for influence and to counter American support for pro-

Western forces. 

As regards Africa and Latin America, tlE Soviet 

strategic rwtives have been to gain port facilities, landing 

and ove rf'light rights, to counter Chinese influence and to 

neutralize the western influence. In Africa the. Soviet arms 

(largely small arms with the exception of hiG-17) have gone 

to Nali, Somalia and Nigeria. The major portion of Soviet 

aid to the region, however, has gone to national liberation 

movements, especially those With Ivlar.x:ist-Leninist ideological 

commitments, such as hPLA in Angola and PAIGO in 

21. See, J-oshua and Gibert, n. 11+, Ch.4; SIPRI, n.14, 
p. 205. 

22. DS Department of State, Communist Governments and 
Developing Nations: .Aid and Trade in 1962. Research 
hemoranaum RSE- 120 (Washington: ii.ugus t 14, 1968), 
p. 3. 
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Guinea-Eissau. In Latin America the only notable recipient 

of Soviet military assistance is Cuba besides a few other 

countries wbich have benefited from only economic assistance 

from Russia. Cuba turned to Soviet Union follovring the 

de te rio ra ti.on in US -Cuban relations in 19 59-60. By 1961 

Cuba had received 75 IvliGs, 250 Tanks, 100 Assault guns, 

1000 anti-aircraft guns, 500 mortars, 2000 small arms and 
23 

unspecified number of patrol vessels and torpedo boats, 

and a large number of training personnel. Since Cuba 

had immense strategic value for DSSh the Soviet leaders 

gave all they cculci to come as close to the Cuba as possible. 

However when soviet union tried to station its nuclear 

missiles there wl1at resulted was a strong Ame:dcan reaction 

Which is best known as ¢e..-' Cuban l'lissile Crisis'. 

Out of the total 54 countries to Which the Soviet 

Union supplies arms the major re cepients are still the West 

Asian countries closely follo'irled by South-East and South 

Asia. Arms transfers as political, strategic and diplomatic 

levers are likely to keep playing an important role in the 

Soviet foreign policy. 

Whatever it be, arms aid as an instrument of foreign 

policy and diplomacy is use d. by America and Hus sia equally 

effectively, though, of. course, more liberally by the latter 

23. S'fe~hen P. Gibert, "wars of Liberation and Soviet 
l\lilitary Aid Policy11

, Orbis (Philadelpbia), Vol.10, 
]all 1966, p. 853 •. 
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as the former has to bother about economic considerations 

too. ~-O"~Ilever \•!hen one considers strictly an ideological 

ground for any arms transfer, available facts prove that 

to be a flimsy one. Out of 54 countries acquiring arms 

from the lioSh as much as 18 took American arms as well. 

The tbira. world countries involved in these transactions 

have obviously a different set of priorities in the field 

of defence and tte East-\'iest ideological confrontation is 

not a very important factor. 

Arms transfers have thus become a 'vital currency' 

in the yet non-rnilitary aspects of competition between the 

two superpowers and that makes one re-examine the r-elevance 

of Nao' s famous dictum, 1 --- political power grows out of 

the barrel of a gun'. This then becomes an apt assertion 

of correlation between political influence and arms trade. 



Chapter IV 

ECONOMIC FACTOhS 110TIVATING Tl-IE SuPPLIERS 

Arms trade and aid have been important instruments 

of diplomacy -- instruments for the maintenance of influence 

and dominance of suppliers in the developing ·world. Economic 

gains accruing from such transfers have also been important 

considerations. In the case of the superpo\vers, ho\vever, 

direct economic gains have been secondary oonsiderations, 

though of course from positions of political dominance 
. . 

economic benefits invariably flow. The various economic 

motivations can be dis cussed under the folloi-Ting he a dings. 

Sustenance and .1:' ro ducti vi ty 
' 

Since the defense industry is engaged in the production 

of weapons whose largest area of consumption is an actual 

war situation it is only too fair to question as to how 
1 

the defense industries( producing mainly conventional arms) 

of the superpowers not only sustain but thrive in peacetime 

as well. The fitting answer to this query would be - the 

arms export. And since most developed countries produce 

most of their arms it is the. underdeveloped countries that 
1 

figure prominently in the import o.:Varms. The third world 

not only provides good return on surplus weapons but also 

1. It is the conventional military hardware that is the 
maihstay of the arms trade With tre developing countries. 
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absorbs the obsolete arms at very profitable terms for 

the supplier. How sustenance was provided by a third world 

market is suitably exemplified by a situation created in 

America in the early 1970s when the Pentagon began cutting 

back on Vietnam war spending which resulted in tremendous 

unemploynent. Some firms even predicted the closure of 

entire production lines. Nixon came up With his 1 hard sell' 

plan to sell arms to tbe West Asian countries which became 
2 

the saviour of a section of the u.s. arms industry. 

Yet another facet of sustenance of the arms industry 

is Research and Develop~ent it carries out not only for 

the export market but for improving the domestic defence 

capability as well. There are instances where R and D is 

not only financially facilitated by profits ffum arms 

exports but directly financed by an underdeveloped nation. 

Israel financed the development of the ND-660 medium 

ballister rocket, south Africa contributed for the develop-

ment of 'Crotale' anti-aircraft missile. I ran provided 

(as mentioned earlier)~ 200 million to 'Grumman•, tre u.s. 
Corporation, for developing and producing the F-14A air 

superiority fighter. Iran also financed the development 

of Bell 214 helicopters. 

2. The Gruw~an Corporation in New York, in an acute 
financial crisis was actually financed by Iran in the 
development of the :B -14 'I'omca t aircraft. See, Anthony 
Sampson, The Arms Bazaar, (New York: Bantam books, 197~) 
pp. 280-9. 
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According to a 1976 study conducted by the U.s. 

Congressional Budget Office, u.s. Arms exports of $8 billion 

per year would produce savings of ~·560 million in production 

outlays largely through recoupment of R & D expenses. Most 

o~· the R & D expenses are generally on projects that have 

not leached production stage. If this expenditure is 30% 

then a country exporting 20% of its produce would recover 

147~ of total R & D expenses and 30/~ export would help to 

reali:?oe 21/t• of R & D expenses. Besides it is interesting 

to note that third world countries have now become a testing 

ground for 'hot off the design table' weapons. The Americans -· 

tested many a weapons in Vietnam as the Russians are do:ijng 

\vith their new combat helicopter by deploying it against 

the Afghan insurgents. During the second Arab-Israel war 

both Soviet and French anns were put to test. The French 

Dassautt Nysterer on the Israeli side destroyed a 100 }GG-15 
3 

fighters on the Egyptian side. Dassault advertised this 

ac.hievement of theirs throughout the world for tbei r sales 

promotion drive. 

Another factor related to R & D is the fact that 

long production runs permit the benefits of 'learning'. 

(see :F'ig. 6 in appendix). This refers to ti-E fact that 

increasing familiarity, specialization and efficiency, 

r-educed \vas tage of rna te rj_als and great utiliza tior; of plant 

j. See, Anthony Sampson, n.2, pp. 192-3. 
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and machinery -- the overall experience -- result.¢ in the 

reduction of unit cost by a certain percentage, for increase 

in the number of units produced within a given sector. 

Thus a well-maintained arms indus try is moTB of an 

asset to an economy than other industries when it comes 

.to the export aspect. This is more so because arms-trade 

is one Which is impervious to short term fluctuations of 

the markets. The development of the industrial bases of 

the third world is an entirely foreseeable phenomenon and 

thus countries supplying to the third \vorld need not be 

wary of sudden eventualities in the trade. 

The Profit Factor 

It was Dwight D. Eisenhower Who rightly atr€l a.Gmitte dly 

said, nunder the spur of profit potential po\.verful lobbies 

spring up to argue for even larger munitions expenditures. 
5 • 

And the web of special interest grovls 11
• Military hardware 

business is one that extracts a 4001~ pr:ofit incentive. 

When weapons are exported t.ttre comes into being a long

drawn lias ion be tween the supplier and the recipient. This 

is because now whole weapons systems are transferred. This 

may entail the transaction of maintenance infrastructure 

With a perpetual sale of spares and at times even the 

5. D.D~ EisenhovJer in ".Waging Peace", (New York, Doubleday; 
1965) p. 615. Quoted in Anthony Sampson, n.2, p.95. 
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technical aid. in terms of technicians who have to familiarize 

the r-ecipients with the weapons they bring. All this, 

therefor-e, adds an enormous expenditure for the recipient 

and for- the supplier- is a profit like no other-. When,for 
<""' 

instance, Ir-an imported the phenomenal weapon~ry fr-om the 

United State~it also incurred expenses upon the huge entourage 

of American advisers besides the expenses on tr.te exhorbitant 

maintenance 1 infrastructure 1 • Similar is the case with 

various other- West .Asian countries where the presence of an 

1 army' of American or Soviet advisers is not an uncommonfeQk]..,.e. 

any more. Moreover the presence of adviser-s or technical 

staff further aids and abets the prevalent ideas of the 

ruling elite in the former's favour an<i thus serves a 

diplomatic purpose as well. 

As regards the lJni ted states another indirect effect 

is in the fon.a of advance payments under Foreign Nilitary 

sales policy (1>1-18) by the buyers. The excess of such 

pa:yl!lents of 1 floats' reduces need for borrowing from the 

Treasury Which benefits ~250-300 million a year on savings 

on interest payments on debts. Therefor-e for a decline in 

1 float' of $1 billion tre inter-est expenses of Tr-easury 

increase by $50 million a year. 
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Balance of' Pa;yments 

l'oreign militar-y sales are oonsidere d an important 

tool for improving international balance of payments position 

Weapons systems have their 'intrinsic value• and 'high 
6 

conversion ratio 1 • Nethods evolved to meet the deficits 

include joint ventures, cooperation in R & D, use of avail

able supplies and facilities in recipient country and 

logistic cooperation. 

As early as 1960s Robert McNamara was stated to have 
7 

said about promoting foreign :tviilitary Sales l:'rogram. The 

principal 0 bje cti Ve$ of this l'NS program d:'le; 

"1. To further the practice of cooperative logistics 

and standardization With our allies by integrating our supply 

systems to maximum extent feasible and by helping to limit 

proiiferation of different types of equipment. 

2. To r-educe cost to both our allies and. ourselves 

of equipping our collective forces by avoiding unnecessary 

and costly duplicative development programs and by realise 

ing the economic possibili.ty for larger production runs. 

3. To offset, at least partially, the unfavourable 

payments impact of our deployment abroad in the interest of 

collective defense 11 
• 

6. That is, arms represent greater earning po1.ver than 
other export goods. M. Pearton & J. Stanley, The Inter
national Trade in Arms (London: Chatto & Windus, 1972) 
p. 124. 

7. SIPRI, The .Arms Trade With the Third \<lorld. (Stockholm: 
Almqvist and Wiksell, 1971), pp. 170-71. 
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In 1960 when there occured the Arne rican foreign 

exchange crisis the governrrent decided to correct the 

balance partly by cuts in spending and partly lay increasing 

arms sales abroad thus cuttin>.r down supplies under NAP 
8 

and pron{oting outright sales. 1i ollowing the price hike, 

the oil re:venues~ of the OPEC countries had increased to 

$89.1 billion in 1974. Of that only 50% vlas used for internal 

development and t.he rest, if unloaded on tte money market, 

had the potential of causing a great financial crisis. Thus 

the United States policy makers were faced With the task 

of finding a viay viherein the AI'abs could spend their petro

do.ilars Without taking control of the American economy. 

What was said by an American policy maker is self explanatory 

the quid;.est v.1ay to recycle oil money was to sell arms in 

exchange than having the surplus oil money "'slashing around 
9 

the short term capital markets of the world." The ideal 

answer to tr~is proglem turned out to be arms export. 

Therefore it was decided to step up sale of arms to r-educe 

balance of payments position. The result 1-las that arms 

sales went up from $1.3 billion a y-ear in 1970-71 to ~4 billion 
' 10 

in 1972-73 to ~ 10 billion in 1974-75. 

8. See H.A. Hovey, United States Nilitarv Assistance, (New
York: Praeger, 1965), p. 30. 

9. · Stanley Katz (Assistant for Economic Policy and Research) 
writing in National Defence, Hay/June 1976, quoted in 
Anthony Sampson, n. 2, p. 274. 

10 • .Hichael T. Klare, "The Political Economy of Arms Sale 11 

Bulletin of Atomic Scientist 2 November 1976, pp. 11-18. 
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The other aspect that may be discussed under balance 

of payments is that of exchange of raw materials With arms 

between.a developed supplier and underdeveloped recepient. 

In this case, the transaction has to take place Wi tb 

advantage for the supplier as is evident When tre --Afro-Asian 

countries supply (in exchange for arms) tropical or sub-

tropical to produce to the Soviet Union and in the bargain 

they loose a lot of hard currency that they could have gained 
• 

from the Western markets. Besio.e s, the r~ cepients annual 

produce is that tied up for years to pay for arms. The uSSB. 
' 

' also insists on evaluating the prises of ~ommodities at· 

depressed world prices and expects annual re-adjustments 

to be maue. In case of bankruptcy, it expects to be paid 
11 

the rest of the amount in convertible currency or produce. 

what is worse is that in case the Soviet Union decides to 

re-sell that product the former becomes a competitor to those 

handicapped nations. 

Emplo;,rment Factor 

The employment offered by the arms industry or the 

en tire 1Nili tary Industrial Complex 1 is of no non-serious 

proportion. In the United States of .America this fact 

be carr:.e conspicuous when in 1970 Pentagon cut down on Vietnam 

war expenses and employment in the aero-space industry, 

11 • Uri Ra 1 anan, The lJSSh Arms and the Third ·~vorld, (Mass: 
MIT, 1969), Part I, pp. 329-331. 
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dropped from 1.5 million to 900,000. It is worth noting 

that for every ~ 1 billion worth of military hardware exported 

40-70,000 jobs are created and$ 2 billion added to tre GNP 

of the country. \Jhen from 1955 onwards the defence industries 

moved from Hichigan to California unemployment in l·'lichigan 
r 

f'r·om 1957 to 1958 rose from 5 per cent of the labour forcy 
12 

to 10 per cent. Hol'leve r, the effects of employment factor 

v1ould be felt greater for the skilled and technical jobs in 

this sector of industry. 

The importance of Jconomic factors motivating the 

·supplier can be further assessed by usit?-g the facts available 

for the United States of America. A study was undertaken 

by the Treasury department of the United States to assess 

the effects of restraints in arms transfers on tbe United 

States economy. The two alternative assumptions used in 

projecting the adverse effects of arms restraints were: 

(a) "That additional inflows of lj_quid funds Will. 

exactly match the said deterioration of the balance on 

current and long term capital account, thus preventing the 

dollar from depn~ciating; 

(b) That no additional inflow of liquid funds will 

take place, thus forcing the exchange rate of tre dollar down 

by the amount necessary to equilibrate the current and long

term capital account." 

12. See, J .Stanley and N. Pearton, 'i'he International Trade 
in Arms (London: Chatto and Windus, 1972), pp.132-6. 

13. 95th US Congress, Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations, 
Arms Transfer Policy (Washington D.c. GBO, 1977) lst 
Session, July 1977, pp. 11-12. 
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Moreover, no account was taken of diversion ~ of 

funds for high technology civilian goods from military technology, 

or of purchase of such goods by potential recepients from 

ttei r unspent funds for buying U.s. made anns. 

The 4o% dollar value of military sales was accounted 

for the aircrafts and missiles in 1976, ·rhis alongwi th constrv.c-

tion and tecrmical assistance accounts for two tbirds of total 

value of defence goods and services. 

Thus besides various economic benefits accruing to them, 

arms transfers allow the domestic industry to maintain and 

expand the on-going production base. Long run production also 

allows the availability of \oleapons at a short notice to meet 

domestic requirements. Therefore a control on arms trade would 

reduce the economic gains for the supplier. 

But Whether some or all these facts discuss,ed apply to 

the Soviet Union is a difficult question to answer. Lack of 

adequate data on USSR makes it difficult to come to conclusions 

about its profits. There is, however, little doubt about arms 

trade generating economic and technological benefits for the 

Soviet Union. Despite the fact that most Soviet arms transactions 

are made on barter or long tenn credit basis many agreements 

have also entailed cash payments or ere di t payments l.vi th interest. 

Thus it can be concluded that both superpowers are motivated by 

economi-c considerations also in arms transactions no matter what 
' 

precedence the other considerations might 11ave comparatively. 



Chapter V 

THE CASE OF Tr£ RECIPIENT 

Though in an arms transaction it is the supplier who 

plays the mor-e important role it is nevertheless the reci

pient who provides the market for consumption. In tre recent 

decades it is the third world nations Who have had the mis-

fortune of nearly saturating the buye r 1 s ranks in the world 

market.for weapons. 

F'rom 1963 upto 1973 the developing countries military 

expenditure rose from $ 12.3 billion to ~30. 5 billion out 
' 

of 'Which imports alone rose from ~ 1135 millioD: to $ 3769 

million - a nearly three-fold rise. An exemplary case i~ 

of Iran whose weapons bill saw an increase of an alarming 
1 

800% from 1953 to 1977. Considering tlE fact that out of 

the ;;); 400 billion world arms trade volume the third world 

accounts for $ 300 billion it be comes relevant to examine 

the question as to why the developing world needs the 

weapons which it inevitably imports from the industrialized 

countries. 

In the case of the underdeveloped r-eceipients the 

motivations (for arms acquisation) arise largely out of 

situations and circumstances that have already been created 

by tbe larger world order as it existed in the early post

colonial and post-war days and also as it exists today. 

1. Based on R.L. Sivard, World Military and Social Expendi
tures 1977 (Virginia: WlvlSE Pub., 1977). 

\I 
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"Hore often than not, it is hardly a matter of options for the 

less develop:;d countnes When they decide to acquire arms; in 

fact in most situations it is a compulsion. The various factors 

wtich ne ce ssi tate import of anns are summarised be low. 

Lack of Indus tnal base 

The distinguishing feature of the third "World is its 

weak technological foundations. ·rhis handicap, itself the 

result of a long process of historical evolution, has resulted 

·in a vicious circle of underemployment. A v.reak industrial base 

leads to technological and political dependence and this, in 

turn, further erodes Whatever technological and industrial 

capability that exists in a developing country. This weakness 

is drama tise d in the sphere of defence. Since the contemporary 

defense equipment required by a country to r:eet its various 

security needs entails a capital-intensive technology and a 

iinn industrial base, an underdeveloped country obviously 

has to depend on an industrialized supplier for the military 

hardWare it needs. 

It is a fact that some third world count ties, like 

India, Brazil etc., have acquired a rudimentary industrial 

capacity for the manufacture of arms but it cannot be 

denied that they are still heavily dependent upon imports. 

Ins pi te of having facilities for the licensed production of 
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aircrafts like the NIG-21 India had to go in for the import 

of the Jaguar DPSA. aircraft to meet the contemporary 

strategic requirements. :E.ven before the acquisition of 

tbe Jaguar is complete the country feels tre need of going 

in tor the Kirage 2000 in order to keep up with the further 

strategic requirements in tr.e subcontinent. The reason as 

to why industrial development in the third world is retarded 

can largely be explained in what follo\-IS. 

Colonialism and the patterns of its retreat 

The post-war period saw the decolonization of the 

empires in Africa and Asia. Colonizat:Lon was characterized 

by the retarded aevelopment of the various colonies owing 

to the exploitative policies of colonial masters. In order 

to keep the balance of trade in their favour the imperial 

policies discouraged particularly the overall industrializa

tion in their colonies Which were largely used as markets 

for finished pro<iucts and for procurement of raw materials. 

Thus on gaining freedom from -the colonial chains the newly 

indepenaent countries discovered that they would have to 

remain dependent on their former rulers, or other developed 

nations, in various ways. One of the areas of dependence 

was that of heavy industrial goods including arms. Moreover, 

just as the politico-a<l.rniListrative structure was left behind 
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intact so were the defense establishments, as colonial 

legacies. This dependence on the West then mntinues the 

linl\: be tween developing countries and the ~'lest. 

A peculiar featur-e of these armies is that in the 

colonies they came to acquire more awareness and an elite 

charac-cer that gave them an edge over the neglected civilian 

sactl.on of society. Besides, 11•armies, after· all, were needed 
2 

as reliable instruments against inte mal dis contentu by the 

ruling elite. These now are the important reasons why 

armies .t1ave come to play an important political role in many 

developing politics. Hhenever the defense services are play-

ing dominant political role, there s~ems to be (for various 
3 

reasons) an undue en~phasis on the defense development 

programmes resulting in an extravagant arms import. Besides 

an unproportional representation of various groups and 

regions and lack of any officer corps the other colonial 

legacy was antagonism between armed forces and post-independence 

civil elite -- yet another cause for civil strife r-esulting 

in coup-de-etat and insecurity problems for the ruling 

elite who willy-nilly had to depend upon foreign military aid. 

Even when the british troops were replaced by Arab 

troops in Kuwait the country continued to purchase military 

2. Ruth .J:!'irst, The Barrel of a Gun (London: Allen Lane, 
The }'enguine Press, 1970), p. 77. 

3. One of the chief reasons iS repr"Bssion and oounter
insurgency that is dealt with later in the chapter. 
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hardware from britain. Ivlost ex-French colonies still show 

a great deal of dependence on France for supply of arms just 

as India ana 1'akistan relied upon Britiain for arms supplies 

immedi2.tely after indepenoonce and right until 1954-55. 

Indonesia had received aid from United .States of America 

and DK durtng its liberation struggle and after independence 
4 

it continued receiving assistance from the United States. 

After the 1~orld war II, North Korea depended entirely upon 

the Soviet Union ior arms. After the Korean ~Jar, China too 

aided North Korea and w,b_ile South Korea became one of t.te 

U:S "forward defense areas11
, a United .States military mission 

was stationed even after the Withdrawal of the Dnited states 

troops in 1948. The Korean forces were equipped With left

over \<Jorld v.rar II stocks. In 1951 Laos was still a member 

oi the Fr-ench Union and the ex- rulers continued to control 

the armed forces. F'rance provided even tle instructors to 

train the army and set up an aviation unit and provided 

equipment in 1955· 

Another legacy of the colonial rule was the one 

caused by circumstances following t.te former's retreat. At 

many a place vacated by tr.e metropolis there was left 

regional instability and conflict caused due to neW-found 

independence after centunes of foTeign rule. Israel is a 

legacy of colonia+-imperial relations and domination of 

4. SIPhi, The Arms Trade with the Third World (Sweden: 
Almquist &Wiksell, 1971), p. 462. 
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the British in West Asia. The creation of a zionist state, 

Israel turned vJest Asia into a cockpit of world ·politics. The 

protracted Arab-Israeli confrontation has led to a series of 

wars and a neve r-ending crisis Which has consolidated a 

lucrative arn:ts trade in the region. 

when the British left the Indian sub-continent what 

came into being was the partition of the region and formation 

of a state on the basis of religion - all b3 cause befoie 

independence the British could. divide their subjects, by 

encouraging communal ri valri.e s, Without weakening the unity 

of their empir·e. The antagonistic attitude of the i·~uslim 

League and the Indian National eongress later took the shape 

of hostility and suspicion at governmental level in the newly 

independent countries. Thus the problem of identity, the 

need to make Pakistan a viable state and its fear of India 

have shaped its relations lvith India ever since. Consequently 

India and Pakistan have fought three wars since 1947, their 

problems continue to remain linked to their histoncal 

inheritance thus enhancing their security needs and the 
5 

resulting need for arms import. 

Nationalism 

The national liberation movements of the third world 

countries were a major factor in the retreat of colonial empires. 

The process of nation-building still requires a fairly Widespread 

mass upsurge. The repercussions of this phase of nationalism 

have a bearing on relations between neighbouring countries. 

5. The dynamics of the Indo-Pak anHs race have been 
. pointed out in Chapter I. 
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A very common sentiment (a component of Nationalism) 

amongst people of a newly independent country is the one 

that brings them together within one free nation. Since 

the memories of the. colonial past are still fresh in such 

societies there is a strong sense of aversion for any 

possi bill ty of loosing the new found independence again. 

Thus the security factor is over emphasized and what results 

is a close relationship between militarization and nationalism 

under the auspicies of which many third world countries 

have embarked upon a rapid and exorbitant prograrmne for 

boosting their defense capa bili ties. 

As has been mentioned - the rapid militarization in 

many West Asia.n countries was a result of the Arab nationalism. 

Similarly the Indonesian army symbolises nationalism. Its 

three Winged defense forces !~ere well developed at the titre 

of independence - in fact the In done sian army actively 

participated in the country's liberationstruggle. Conse

<;tuently after independence Indonesj_a set out on heavy defeace 

development and training plans thus taking aid from a few 
6 

industrialized countries. 

6. Guy J. Parker, 11 The Jiole of Military in Indonesiatt, 
in J .J. Johnson, e d., The Role of the M.ili tary in . 
Underdeveloped Countries (New Jersey: Princeton 
Uni ve rsi ty Press, 1962) , p. 36 5. 
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Global and Regional Tensions 

The other important factors influencing the inflovl 

of arms into a country are, its perception of threat and its 

involvement in an actua~ local conflict situation. 

After the World war II there were two developments 

that occured simultaneously th:l emergence of a number of 
-

free third world states and the formation of a bipolar 

world order and the cold war causing the need for the super-, 

povrers to increase t'c.eir· areas of influence. It was a very 

simple equation -- America and Russia wanted friendly 

regimes in the strategically important ttird lvorld nations 

and tl:e latter required economic assistance to build up their 

economies besides political and military support to acquire 

better bargaining positions vis-a-vis their neighbours. 

This then resulted in the mili tary-stra te gic alliances of 

the supe rpovre rs like the SEATO, CE~·To etc. Consequently 

countries like Iran and Pakistan found themselves caught up 

in global tensions and super power rivalry that in actuality 

bad no direct relevance for tbem initially but w11en such 

acquisation of anns exacerbated enciemic rivalries What 
7 

resulted was a chain reaction or the "contagion effect" 

generating a local arms race. This keeps "alive the 
8 

anachronistic idea that 1...rars are inevitable". Therefor-e, 

8. 

Tre term bas been used by J .L. i'feaver in '.IJArms Transfers 
to Latin America: A Note on tt.e Contagion Eff'ectu, Journal 
of Peace Research (Oslo) vol. II, 1974, pp. 213-219. 

Philip Noel Baker, The Arms Race (London: Atlantic Book 
Publishing Co. Ltd., 1956), p. 74. 
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the desire to maintain military balance and to achieve the 

capability of limiting damage in event of war leads to 
9 

competitive arms build up. This is also how the Domino 

Theory explains the action-reaction syndrome of arms 

acquisation. 

'rhus When America aids Pakistan to contain the grovring 

Soviet influence in the region India feels threatened by the 

capability of weapons like the :F'-16 aircraft (a part of the 

proposed aid). It would not be unlikely that in a short 

course of time India might acquire the Hirage-2000 aircraft 

(from ]·ranee) for its growing security needs. Therefore 

the conse q_uence s of the supe rpov.re r rivalry in the region 

affect tbe developing countries of Afghanistan, Pakistan and 

India to the extent vJhere they are victimi.zed so as to divert 

enormous funds from developmental purposes to wasteful 

military expenditure. For countries like Afghanistan and 

Pakistan their military expenditure is more or less entirely 

upon import of arms - benefitting the superpov-rers economically 

and politically. 

9. See, Collin S. Gray, nThe Arms Race Phenomenod', World 
Politics (Prince ton, New Jersey), Vol. 24, no. 1, Oct. 
1971, pp. 39-79; Collins. Gray, "The Urge to Compete 
Rationales for Anns Racing", World Politics, vol.26, 
no. 2, January 1974, PI-· .207-233; Lewis F. Richardson, 
Arms and Insecuri t;y (Chicago, ~uadrangle books, 1960). 
He begins 'with the assun1ption that hostility, ambition 
and grievances and fear of military insecurity lead 
to increase in the armaments oi' a country. 
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In terms of regional tensions what may be considered 

are actual local conflicts. Two (or more) countries in a 

region may be at war (.)Wing to some clash in their national 

interests or aspirations. Whatever the actual cause is 

the fact remains that, a war provides the supplier country(s) 

with an excellent selling point for weaponry since in a 

war there is a drasti'c consumption of arms and ammm1i tion 

and constant need for more. In such circumstances the 

belligerent countries· do not hesitate in replenishing 

their military hardware stocks at any cost since lack of 

that would result in·._loss of prestige too besides the larger 

economic and political losses. When the Arab countries 

face a mere threat of war their first priority becomes the 

strengthening of military forces wt~ch entails an exor

bitant and a disproportionate defense budget. 

Counter-Insurgency. ana Repr·ession 

Last but not~_the least is the counter-insurgency 

motive for the acquisition of arms by the third world 

countries. And as pas been correctly pointed out--- nThe 

focus is no longer on collective defense and deterrence 

of external attacks >b1lt has increasingly concentrated on 

internal control in _the third world countries. At the 

beginning of the 60s there was an assumption that this 

had to a large extent_ to be called out through direct 

military intervention-. TovJards the end of the decade 
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there was a change of emphasis towards strengthening the 

capacity of the police anC. military of the third vJOrld 

for local coLtrol by their.own forces, but With the equip-
10 

men t and training from outside". And since the third 

world's is a society ip ~ransition and its civil institu

tion are inadequately developed to meet the various stresses 

and strains within more_ of an emphasis is given to the 

military-police sector. There have emerged primarily two 

kinds of counter-insurgency patterns in such countries. 

A) When there is a la_ck of popularly elected government 

and po·wer is in the hands of a dictator or deppot. In 

such situation the ruling elite becomes very int'hlerant 

of democratic institutions and popular organizations like 

political partj_es, unions, leagues etc. Political activity 

is restrained -w-hich re.sults in the militarization of public 

institu.tions and/or t·garrison state' which in turn relies 

on state-sanctioned violence or its- threat to compe_,l 
11 

obedience :to gove mmen t decrees. In such cases it becomes 

easier for outside powers to exercise control over a country. 

10. Asbjorn Eide, 1 Transfer of Arms to Third l'Jorld and 
their Internal Uses', International Soci~l Science 
Journal, vol. ,I-I, 1976, p. 310. 

11. See, Abrahams'. Loventhal, ed., Armies and Politics 
in Lati.n America, (New York, Holnes and ~ier, 1976). 
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This is because the ruling elite 1-rants to remain in 
"' I 

po1t.rer in the face o.f popular revolt and the only way out 

for the former is to acquire as much foreign assistance as 

possible. Thus between the ruJe rs and the outside power 

it becomes a reciprocal relationship of interests. The 

results of such a liason are puppet regimes and the sub-

version of the larger national interests 1eading to large-

scale repression as can be read in between the lines of a 

s ta teruent of the Pentag~n1 s Chief Hili tary Aid Administra

tor in 1970. 'l'he uncierlying rationale behind U.S. assis

tance for tbe third world is to help. " ••• maintain military 

and paramilitary forces capable of providing (along) With 

the police forces internal security essential to orderly 
12 

political, social and economic d.evelopment11
• Under the 

auspicies of such a policy perception when counter-insur-

gency (or COIN) weaponry is given to either the Shah of 

I ran, the Nicaraguan ~~a tional Guard and the Philippines 

Constabulary by Arr.eri.ca or modern arms technology is made 

available to the colonial army in Algeria by the French, arms 

trade becomes an outright instrument of repression. When 

the South African forces e:ntered Angola in a bid to maintain 

the white supremacy in 1975 they had with them the A}·X-13 

light tanks as well as the American .t-41 Walker Bulldog 

tanks. 1'he South African army is organized into 9 territorial 

12. Gen. R. w. vvarren in U.S. Congress House Committee 
on Appropriations 1971, Bearings, 91st Congress, 
2nd Session, 19 70, Part I, p. 389 • 
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commands which have considerable autonomy in the conduct 

of repressive operations. Most of the weapons used by 
13 

the army are either French or British made. It would 

be alarming to note that nmerica has provided COIN weapons 

to the underdeveloped countries under as many as five diff-

erent aid plans - a) Hili tary Aid Programme (b) Foreign 

Nilitary Sales (c) INET, International Military Education 

anci Training Programme (d) PSP, Public Safety Programme 

and (e) INC, International l~arcotics Control. Hol...rever in 

his tenure President Carter did curtail export of police 

hardware to countti.es vli th repressive regimes like Nicara-

guay, Uruguay and Paraguay but recently again there has 

been some rethinking by the Reagan adinistratj_on in the 

estimation of vlhi,ch t_he national security perspective by 

American Alliance system far outweighs human rights 

considerations. 

B~ The second dimension of import of weapons owing to 

internal factor·s is when weapons are acquired by the 
insurgents. This factor comes more into play when con-

sidering _the Soviet aid to the many national liberation 

13. Asbjorn Eide, "South Africa: Repression and the 
Transfer of Arms and Arras Technology", in Nary Kaldor 
and Asbjorn Eide, ed., The World Ivlili tary Order: 
The Impact of Hili tary Technology on the Third World 
(The NacMillan Press, London, 1969), pp. 190-92. 
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movements. The Soviet Union, in keeping ',.Ji th one of the 

cornerstones of its aims and policy, has supplied subs tan-

tial amount of military hardware to insurgent groups like 

the NPLA in Angola and P.n.IGC in Guinea-Bissau. During the 

Algerian liberation war the liberation army imported 

\oieapons financed by the Arab countries. By 1958 even the 

East European countries agreed to supply ar-ms to the 
14 

liberationists. In Afghanistan t.he Soviet Union maintains 

a puppet r--egime supplie<i with the most elaborate weaponry 

and the .t•mericans are pumping arms from the bottom to the 

Afghan rebels determined to fight the Ivlarxist regime. This 

then is a case of insurgency and counter-insurgency both 

being aided by arms from the superpowers. 

So far an attempt .ha~ been made to consider the 

motivation of the re c~ipients in this chapter and those of 
'-"' 

the supplj_er in the last chapter. This study has attempted 

to consider and analyse the various factors separately 

in isolation from each other. In retil~ity hoi.,Jever the 

reasons as to why the arms transactions are earned out 

between the superpovlers and the underdeveloped countries 
· rwo..ybe 

may apply more than one at a time and/\interlinked in many 

combinations in supplier-recipient relationshps. F'or 

14. Hartmu t E lsenhans, "Counter-Insurgency: the F'rench 
War in Algeria", in: Nary Kaldor and Aslljorn Eide, 
ed., n. 13, p. 114. 
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instance for America as the supplier it is more often 

that uolitical ana econom~ic motives are interlinked ... 

(especially in their supply to the West Asian countries). 

Amongst buyers Iran 1 s was a case (during the Shah's rule) 

Where all the motivations (dealt w:llth above) applie_d in 

its policy of arms import. Thus it would be prudent to 

understand the mo ti va tional factors in a broader spectrum 

rather than pinpoint specific 'country-motivation' 

relationships. 



Chapter VI 

THE AFTER,.- EB':BECTS 

A case has been made out for the supplier of anns. 

Another case has been put forth to justify the import of 

weapons. But when one sets out to examine the consequen

ces of arms transfers it would be preposterous to evolve 

a jus ti fica tion • 

Arms Trade between industrialized countries and 

underdeveloped nations has consistently increased ever 

since the post war period. The stage has now come where 

both the parties have become extremely dependent upon such 

transfers. The relationship of the two has become an 

es tabiished manufacturer and consumer liason wherein it 

becomes natural for the producer (in his best interests) 

to improve and enlarge the consumption of his product. 

Thus his efforts are largely employed (a) in the sustanence 

of his production base and (b) the enlargement of the 

market. If this very simple logic of the market is applied 

to the international trade in arms a clear picture emerges 

as to Why the U.S .A. and the Soviet Union would like to 

pursue their supply of arms to the third world. Political 

or economic, the benefits are im11.ense for the supplier 

in these transactions as has been ~laborately discussed 

in Chapter II. There is however a reciprocal relationship 

of augmentation in this trade. vJhen the supplier creates 

a bigger demand he has to augment his production capability 



too and therefore improvement in the market results in 

improvement of production which again demands the former 

thus setting a chain effect causing increased dependence 

for the produce ana consumer on the trade in what may be 

called a symbiotic relationship. 

Consequently the priori ties of the developing nations 

are reversed and what they need to import for development 

and industrial purposes is replaced by import of military 
' 

hardWare and technology. Many developing states' military 

imports account for as much as one third (Turkey in 1969) 
(Korea in 1965, Egypt in 1969) 1 

of the total imports,i In the mid-sixties under President 

Sukarno Indonesia was spending over seventy-five per cent 

of its budget on arms - an example of 1 an underdevelped 

country pre-occupied With a military build-up that is out 
2 

of propartion to its economic resources. Even some of 

the oil-rich nations that have oil as the major weapon to 

effset balance of payments have been in a difficult si tua

tion owing to military imports. Iran, ins pi te of conside

rable revenue from oil exports could not balance its 

external account in 1976. For countries with meagre 

financial resources J balance-of-payment problem causes 

1. Peter Lock and Herbert \-Julf', "The Economic Consequences 
of the Transfer of Jvlilitary Oriented Technology", in 
Mary K.aldor and Asbjorn Eide, ed., The World Mili tar:y 
Order; The Impact of Military Technology on the Third 
World (The NacliUllan Press, London, 1979), p. 213. 

2. SIPRI, The Arms Trade and the Third World (Stockholm: 
Aln1qwist and Wiksell, 197i), p. 461. 
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severe slumps in income and exports Which could clear 1he. 

debt mat further causes long term effects of balance of 

payment. Thus totally the non-oil exporting countries 1 

external debt has risen by ~ 30 billion in the period bet

ween 1974-77 while the total investment in arms was only 

$13 billion • .honother reason for this is because, as men-

tioned earlier, with heavy military goods like aircraft 

and tanks whole maintenance systems and technologies have 

to be imported. l''or long periods the presence of foreign 

engineers and other specialists is required. The import 

of spares is another problem- According to American esti-

mates it takes 70,000 spare parts to keep a squadron of 
3 

F-4 Phantoms operational under war conditions. The 

introduction of a new aircraft into a developing country 

further entails construction of additional airports, ex ten-

sion of rum·:ays and. improvement of navigation and control 

systems. 

Therefore the total costs of importing military 

hardWare in actuality far overshoots the mere list price 

of weapons. The overall consequence is a delibitating 

effect on the import capability of a poor nation. Besides 

other scarce factors of production like labour, modern 

infrastructure and power are absorbed into military activity 

3. Nichael T. Kiiare, "Hoist with Our own :t:ahlavi 11
, 

The Nation, Jan. 1976, ~uoted in Nary Kaldor and 
Asbjorn Eide, ed., n. 1, p. ~14. 

I 
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infrastructure and power are absorbed intQ military acti

vit-y genera ted by import of elaborate hardware. If after 

all this further production was to be indigenous the 

expenses could have been bearable but unfortunately for 

the third world recipient, by the time it has completely 

indigenized the production of a certain range of 1.v-eapons 

they become obsolete beruu se te.fbnological advances in the 

developed countries completely outpace the progress in the 

underdeveloped world. 

The impwrt of military technology as a sine-qua-non 

of importing weapons systems disturbs other tradj_ tional 

sectors of a developing economy causing an imbalance. One 

of tLese sector·s is subsistence agricultur-e. :tvlilitary 

production installations serve as an incentive to modern 

capital-intensive tecrmologies, that encroach upon the 

priority given to agro-indus tries and agriculture • Instead 

of industrialization from within and in course of develop

went there is, as a r·esult of militarization, a super-

imposed industrialization that results i:r;1 lopsided development. 

How military purposes can interfere with the infra

structure is· best illustr-ated. by the penetration of Nekong 

Delta by a network of military roads during the Vietnam 

war. The roads adversely affected the canal sys terns Which 

owing to lack of competition became useless for· transporation. 
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In countries w.he re there is scarcity of land, like 
4 

in Singapore, improvement of military arsenaliS and establish-

rnents, owing to imports, causes dislocation of the population 

as well as pre-empts civilian sector priorities. 

In the ciouth East Asian countries there was a remark-

able influx of American military establishJllents du.ring the 

Vietnam war. The extravagant rnili tary spending by the 

Arne ricans there led to high growth rates in the e conorny. 

It has been aptly pointed out that: 

The 1 war and base 1 boom altered the structure 
of demand, leading to a 1 biase d 1 expansion of 
the secondary sector, par·ticula rly cons tntction 
and maintenance, and to a virtual explosion 
in tertiary sector, including entertainwent. 
'rhe inability of the parasitic services in the 
tertiary sector to support themselves in the 
long rv.n be came obvious in Thailand after the 
Withdrawal of Arne rican troops. ( 5) 

T11e. other dimension of the booming ar1ns business is 

employment. The effects oi militarization, negative and 

positive, upon employment have been earlier pointed out. It is 

hoWever a fact that in underdeveloped economies Where labour

intensive technologies are required, capital-intensive 

4. Singapore troops are trained in Taiwan since 10% of 
the available place occupied by the army is not suffi
cient to meet the space requirements for training. 

5. Peter Lock and liubert Wulf, "The Economic Consequences 
of the Transfer of hilitary-oriented Technology11

, in: 
Hary Kaldor and Asbjorn Eide (ed.), n. 1, p. 225. 
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techno lo gi e s ( like mili ta ry technology) are likely to be 

detrimental. v"Vhen in an underveloped country there is an 

influx of arms and related technology from abroad there 

seems to be a likelihood of vast employment opportunities. 

But this in actuality is not the case because the unemploy-

ment in such countries is rampant amongst unskilled workers 

and not qualified persons whm.eh are what military establi-
6 

shments require until they be very broad based. There 

again broad based military industrial establishments require 

heavy investment of scarce capital Which if invested prac

tically in any other sector would create similar and as 

much employment if not more. Yet some argue that jobs in 

the arms industry improve technical skills of all labour 

force. This can be refuted on the 6 rounds that the skills 

acquired in the arms industry are not of much va.lue for 

other civilian employments. 

It is well kno-..,'Il that the defense industry of the world 

consumes a Wide r'ange of non-reneivable resources. The 

world military consumption of liquj,_'d hydrocarbons alone has 

been about 700 to 750 million barrels per year. But What 

is important to note is that this is twice the annual 

6. An e~onomic study of U.S. Government expenchture, 
civil and military, argues that a 'high level of mili
tary expenditure creates unemployment' , H. Anderson, 
The En1pty Port Barrel, Unemployment and the Pentagon 
:Budget, Public Interest Research Group (Michigan, 
1975): ~uoted in :tv1ary Kaldor, ed., n. 1, p. 230. 
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consumption for the whole of Afrj ca. Ivle tals and oils are 

also under consumption by the defense industr'ies. If 2000· 

tons of Uranium employed for purposes of destruction was 

to be released. it could provicie the fuel for an installed 

capacity of about 100,000 electrical megawatts from thermal 

reactors. 

The cost of one Trident submarine is enough to put 

16 million children through a year of good schooling. The 

expenses on a single :F'-16 jet can be utilized to construct 

50 hospitals with the latest facilities. Anyhow these are 

n.erely hypothetical assumptions. But it is a fact that 

1.4 billion people in Latin America, Afr:Lca and Asia do not 

have access to safe drinking water· and 520 million suffer 

from malnutrition, ,while the developed nations spend 20 

times more on their military and related programmes than 

for economic assistance to the developing countries. 

The wor'lci mili tar·y expenditure is around fifteen times 

larger than official aid provided to the underdeveloped 

countries and is equivalent to the combined gross national 

product of all the countries in Africa, \~est Asia and 
7 

South Asia. If the developed countries or just the 

super po1.·rers were to channelize 1% of the resources that 

they allot to rnili tary expenditure to the developing 

countries it would increase the flow of assistance by 20jb 

or ~ 2000 million. 

7. Alva J.Viyrdal, The Game. of Disarmament, (Manchester 
University Press, 1977), pp. 3-5. 
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Unfortunately military expenditures do create purchas

ing power and effective demand but do not produce an off

setting increase in immediate consumable output or in 

productive capacity to meet future requirements. This is 

hovl tt.ese expenses have an inflationary effect on infant 

economies. 

From the economic point of vieW by-products of military 

development like D'!e teorological research, monitoring of 

environmental health hazards, natural resource surveys etc. 

are not commensurate to the resources spent upon them.Thus 

on cons truing from the economic consequences of arms trans-

fers to the third world, one discovers that Abjorn Eide 

is not en tir'ely wrong in defining arms trade as n ••• a 

subtle lucrative and exploitative trade - manipulative and 

extractive investment •.• dependency creating commerce 

between industrialized patrons and underdeveloped clients". 

Besides the drastic economic consequences there are 

the social and political implications of anns trade. 

The most glaring consequence that in effect becomes a 

8 

cause of many other maladies is the arms race phenomena. For 

various reasons discussed in tre previous chapters, the 

super powers had acquired a power formation vis-a-vis each 

other that gave the world politics a bipolar structure. Arms 

race between the two became a sine-qua-non of bipolarism as 

8. Asbjorn Eide, "Transfer of Arms to the Third World 
and Internal Uses", International Social Science 
J ou rna 1, vo 1. 2, 19 76, p. 321 • 
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did their pro life rating influence into the third world. 

I' he imminent effect of this was the filtering down of the 

arms race to the underdeveloped world. In fact it 'is worth 

noting that since 1945 there have been 133 wars and 95% 

of these have been fought in the third world. Mostly super 

powers (if not other great po\..rers) have been directly or 

inairectly involved in most of these wars. The reasons for 

this involvement are always the same - either countering 

another power's proliferating influence or expanding their 

own. Had it not been for the involvementof foreign povrers 

wars in West Asia, Vietnam, Korea, Africa and Latin America 

may never have occurred altogether or at most ended up 

as mere border skirmishes. In fact after certain stages 

in wars like the Korean war and the Vietnam conflict the 

iS.sues had become those of a mere ego conflict -between the 

foreign powers involved but the tremendous cost was being 

borne by the economy of those countries that already had a 

long way to go in terms of self-sufficiency and 

sustenance. 

Even where there existed an entirely local hostility 

between underdeveloped countries the superpowers had been 

quick enough to exploit the situation and feed the local 

arms race thus disturbing the local pov1er equilibriums. 

This would lead to instability in tl-e region and the 

inevitable and devastating outcome would be war. The 
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partition of India on the basis of religion and the conse

quent hostility and suspicion between the two nations was a 

colonial heritage. The Indo-Pak tension was aggravated by the 

intrusion of the Dni ted States in the form of military aid to 

Pakistan. This upset the local polr.rer balance and necessitated 

an Indian efiort to neutralise this external involverrent. 

Soviet Union, as part of its policy of countering American 

influence, entered into military arrangements with India 

involving transfer of arms and licensed production of selected 

rLilitar·y items. Recent Arr1erican initiatives regar·dir:g Fakistan 

a.re again imposing fresh burdens on India. And, of course, arms 

transfeted are on the increase in the region. Similarly, if 

America was to tor,ally abide by human rights con side rations and 

not aid Israel, thus reducing the threat to the Arabs to the 

minimum, how would its elaborate war· machinery sell in the oil

rich col...Lntries to enable it to recycle the petro-dollars? 

Therefore an unstable situation in a region Which is 

definitely ne ga ti ve to we 1.1 being there happens to be a 

positive situo.tion for the external vested interests. As 

a natural rule any positive development has to be abetted. 

Thus we have the ruling elite of most recipient nations in 

absolute collaboration With donor powers out to challenge 

the interests of the country and its people at large. 

When Loc.V.heed was trying to sell the Hercules aircraft to 

Bogota they had to supply sugar (wort.t:. !jj:100000) as bribe to· 

the 'high officers oi the Airforce' in order to procure orC.ers 

for the aircra1 t. Thus, according to Anthony Sampson, arms 
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1--rere sold where they 1-1ere not needed at the expense of corrupting 
9 

the top officials. In effect the ruling elite more or less 

'lease 1 their nation out to the foreign power for their benefit. 

This nonnally happens, as has been mentioned earlier, in those 

countries that have not had. a democratic tradition or else are 

infant _polities with the a rrne d forces having an upper hand over 

the civil rulers. Thus another consequence of arms transfers 

is the very creation and/or maintenance of regimes like the 

Shah's in Iran or ~ia-ul-Baq's in ~akistan. 

In aiding and abetting an unpopular regime liha t an 

outside power does is rather detrimental. The entire political 

processes in such countries are perverted, the political develop-

ment is dwarfed and once again there is a reversion to the 

colonial dictatorial po1t1er structure. Whether it is Afghanistan 

of today or Iran of- yesterday all bear testimony to some dis-

tasteful realities. 

~~hat has earlier been discussed as a motivation for one 

country can nerein be cited as an after-effect for another 

country acquiring anns. It is the 'contagion effect' or the 

chain reaction. At times a country X may go in for import of 

arms only because its neighbour Y has replenished its arsenal. 

" Thus Y boostif:\g its defence capability is merely a consequence 

of X acquiring weapons and no real issue might exist be tween 

the tHo countries but all the same a stage might reach where 

the t\\10 countries acquirB belligerence and inflict onto each 

o~her unp re ce dented harm. 

9. Anthony .Sampson, T.L:_e Arms Bazaar (London: Ban tom Books, 
191 0) ' p • 20 5 . 
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If from tbe reality of the Indo-Pak relations in 1981 

.,..a hypothetical sketch is made out for an irr .. minent and fore-

seeable war, the main reason for India 1 s anxiety ~t!ould be 

the immense acquisiti.on of American a1ms by Pa};:istan Which 

the latter claims,to be acquiring on its perception of the 

Soviet Afghan threat mainly. This then at the face of 

things clearly exemplifies the chain reaction called the 
10 

1 contagion effect' by Jerry 1. 14eaver. 

Arms transfers further reinforce tr.e political 

hegemony of the supplier nations that is later used as an 

instrument for pre-empting markets, for spreading and main

taining fu.rther the influence of the dominant supplier and for 

furthering relations with countries of vital interests -

economic, strategic and political. It has been aptly said: 

11 itihen you buy an airplane you also buy a supplier and supply 
11 

line - in other words, you buy a political partner". The entire 

politics of even democratic recipient nations can be con-

trolled by supply of arms. He rein \vha t plays the important 

role for the supplier is the ,<iependence of the recipient on 

the former Which becomes vulnerable to political manouvres 

10. J·erry 1. ~·eaver, 11Anns Transfer to Latin America: A 
Note on the Contagion Effect", Journal of Peace 
Research (Oslo), vol. II, 1974, pp. 213-19. 

11. l"'ilb.am D. Perreault to Iviichael :r. Klare in Hichael 
T. Klare, 11Political Economy of Arms Sales", Bulletin 
of Atomic Scientists, Nov. 1976, pp. 11-18. 



of the latter. Thus as long as America is aiding Egypt W:ifu 

With all What the latter requir-es it has a SUQStantial 

influence over Egypt's foreign policy and may even express 

its apprehension for a domestic policy running counter to 

American interests. What the recipient country looses in 

this c3se is its independence in var~ous spheres until of 

course it decides to completely br-eak away from the donor 

eountry. .Another outcome of transfer of arms and military 

technology when carried too far is the import and super 

imposi tj_on of an alien culture that threatens the existence 

of the intrinsic culture. This phenomena has been noticed 

in the South-l!.:ast Asian countries. On the peak of the 

American pr-esence in Singapore it was observed that nearly 

every facet of the local culture had been replaced by its 

western counter-part. The Americans left but What they 

left behind was pop-music, hamburgers, discotheques, areans 

English language and the lot that today does not strike a 

very compatable note with all that is oriental and so very 

differ-ent from the West. In Thailand entire teri tiary 

sector (mainly entertainment) catered for the American 

forces. When the Americans left this sector was unable to 

support itself and be came a cause of many a manifest social 
12 

problems. After American withdrawal from Vietnam there 

12. George J·. Vikanins, 11 Uni ted States Military Spending 
and tt.e Economy of Thailand: 1967-72", Asian Survey 
5(1973) no. 5, pp. 441-57· 
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were export crises in South Korea and Taiwan as well when 
13 

their support supplies for the war were no longer needed. 

Arms are the instruments but their purpose is violence 

for whatever purpose it be. Thus what the third world 

countries buy along With arms is the inherent idea of 

vi.olence. Violence inspite of being an intrinsic character-

istic of nation-state societies is abhorred by man who con

siders it least conducive to his well being. 

Arms have been used as diplomatic currency to barter 
14 

nuclear r'estraint in the case of 1-'akistan, Phillipines and 

Taiwan. They have been resorted to - to abrogate a treaty 

as in the case of Taiwan as also to make a treaty alibi 

Egypt and Israel. They have been used to keep a regime in

tact as also to topple r·egimes as in Somalia and Angola. 

Or else weapons have been gifted away to make friends as 

in the case of Soviet offer of help to Peru. So vast is 

the utility of arms transactions that it becomes difficult 

to perceive the limits • 

But t.r1en there is the arms sale srnan. He claims to 

boost the very pr-erequisite of sovereignty-defense capability. 

He also claims that arms supply helps to correct regional 

13. Seiji Naya, "The Vietnam war and Some Aspects of its 
Economic Impact on Asian Countrie s11

, The Developing 
Economies, Vol. IX, 1( 1971) no.1, pp. 31-57. 

14. President Carter offer of arms aid to Pakistan in 1980 
was motivated by few reasons, one of the main being to 
restrain Pakistan from acquiring nuclear arms capability. 
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imbalances by helping the \veake r states from regional 

1 bullies 1 and from other external intimidation. He further 

claims that his arms help the 1 poor' recipient in enhancing 

self-esteem and diplomatic flexibility. Well, all this 

definitely sounds fine but if the motivations of the 

suppliers are to be taken seriously tten the question as 

to how many transfers ar·e made in this spirit be asked -

the answer would be ne ga ti ve • 



Chapter VIl 

COI\CLlJSIOJ:I: 

Some observers are of the vievr that the arms market 
1 

is gradually be coming the buyer's market. They probably 

offer the growing affluence of the oil producing cot<.ntries 

and their strategic importance as evidence to support their 

convictions. It is, hovrever, substantiated in the course 

of this study that no matter how much of political and 

economic leverage some third world countries may have 

acquired, it is the industrialized countries that shape 

and influence the demand and necessity for weapons and 

their potential use. 

The world of the arms transactions seems to be 

gradually replacing political considerations lvith economic 

ones as D.C. Gompert and A.R. Vershbow have rightly pointed 

out: "North-South economics more than East-West politics 

Will ae cide the directions, composition and volume of 
2 

armaments floi•I". They are further of the opinion that the 

Soviets and the Arne ricans will increasingly sell arms to 

each o ther 1 s clients. As the forrre r are beset by a long-term 

poverty of hard currency and the Americans face at least 

1. A.ll. Cahn, J.J. Kruzel, P.M. Dawkins, J. Huntzinger, 
Controlb_ng l!uture Arms Trade (McGravl-Hill Book 
Company, 1977), p. 8. 

2. Ibid., pp. 7-8. 
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another decade of massive dependence on foreign oil and 

all its consequential balance of pa.;nnents problems market 

forces are likely to prevail. Thus in the picture that 

emerges one can visualize the buyers interest on one side 

and the suppliers interest largely on another side. 

Bowever it iS the former's interests that on the long run 

are jeopardized as a consequence of any arms transfer. 

Why inspite of all the inherent dangers the third world 

continues to equip itself with armaments has been dealt 

with. It would be relevant as a concluding no~e to 

examine as to what can be done to remedy the situation. 

Soon after taking office, President Carter of the 

United States announced his 'intention to pursue a policy 

of (a) unilateral US arms export restraint, (b) negotiations 

with other major supplier of arms and (c) encouragement of 

regional restraint in recepient areas. As a result of this 

policy four rounds of Conventional Arms Transfer (CAT) 

talks, commencing in December 1977, ~ere held between the 

US delegation led by Leslie H. Gelb and the Soviet delegation 
3 

led by Lev Nendelevic. Everything went fine upto tre third 

round but the deadlock that occured in the fourth round is 

yet to be resolved. In early 1980 a new international 

appeal to take up the issue of containing the arms build-up / 

3. SIPRI Yearbook 1980, pp. 122-23. 
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in the third world was launched by the Independent Commission 

on International Development Issues chaired by W.Brandt. 

In its report there is a chapter on 1 Disarmament and Develop-

rnent' wher-ein two of the re cornmenda tions made are: 

(a) Military expenditure and arms exports might be 

one element entering into a new principle for international 

taxation for development purposes. A tax on arms trade 

should be at a higher rate than that on other trade. 

(b) Increased efforts .should be made to reach. agree-

ments on the disclosure of arms exports and exports of arms-

producing equipment. The international community should 

become more seriously mncerned about the consequences of 

arms transfers or of exports of arms producing facilities 

and r-each agreernent~restrain such deliveries to areas of 
4 

conflict or tension. 

Before these recommendations could be put into practice 

. a gamut of practical lacunae were pointed out if trey were 

to be implemented. Besides, vlhat could have been an 

of u~·· l t exempl$-ry action on the part the oA to uni a erally restrain 
" 

its arms exports ( d~ring Carter's time) never carne off. 

However, efforts should continue and each individual arms 

exporting state can formulate policies so as to ensure that 

4. F'rome, Report of the Independent Commission on Inter
na tj.onal Development Issues, ( ICDI Secretariat, Bonn. 
1980), p. 92. Quoted in SIPli.I, Yearbook 1980, p.123. 
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ramifications of each anns sale, its impact on regional 

security and other foreign policy objectives are clearly 

understood before a deal goes through. Besides) collaborative 

e'fforts at arms transfer restraint, amongst suppliers or 

re cepients or both, in a given region or situation, can be 

cond.lucive to the security of the parties concerned. However 
..---

what becomes very necessary for this is "the exchange of 

information, the candid articulation of concerns, the 

challenging of •worst-case assumptions', the personal 

professional contact, the experience of making even rhetorical· 

or even substantive progress and t.he shaping of em~ryonic 

institutional forums that could one ~ay mature into active 
5 

security apparatus". Unfortunately the issue of monitoring 

or limiting arms transfers has as yet not been taken up 

effectively by the United l~ations despite a reference made 

about the problem in t.te Final Document of the UN Special 
6 ' 

Session on Disarmament. 

Ther-e is also a need for the poor developing countries 

to maintain the minimum level of militarization which can 

be afforded by their technological-educational-industrial 

,;·infrastructure, and there is need to exercise due restraint 

in indiscriminate import of weapons to merely boost their 

5. Cahn, Kruzel, Dawkins, Huntzinger, n.1; p.' 23. 

6. See, SIPRI Yearbook 1980, p. 122. 
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national pn~stige. It is needless to say that cuts in arms 

expenditure and disarmament efforts Will free a world of 

r-esources that could be used to bolster economic developrrent 

and raise standards of living - sometl:.:.ing that for the deve-

lop:: d countries may not be a priority but for the rna jori ty 

of mankind ( lj_ving in the third world) is an absolute and 

imrne dia te ne ce ssi ty. 

Thus the fate of limiting or restraining the trade in 

those instruments of cle st:ruction called v.1eapons novr depends 

upon tbe dis cuss ion and debate be tvleen the two opinions - one 

that advocates the feasibility and practicability of dis-

armament and anns control and the other that contends that 

"It is possible to have all kinds of societies, theocratic 

society, athiestic, plutocratic, communistic etc., but so 

far it has not been possible and may be not to have a warless 
7 

society11
• Today violence is the reality and peace is 

considered a myth; but should it not appeal to even the 

poorest man tllat he is armed enough With pru.dence to trans-

m-v.te this myth into realj_ty? 

7· J .F'.C. J.;'uller, Armament and History (New York: Charles 
Scribners Sons, 1945), p. 13. 
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Indo-Soviet Treaty signed _on August 9, 1_271 

Articles 8, 9 & 10 

Article 8. In accordance With the traditional friendship 

lll 

establisbed between the two countries, each of tte Eigb Contracting 

Parties solemnly declares that it Wil1 not enter into or parti

cipate in any military alliances directed against the other. 

Each of tlle high Contracting Parties pledges to refrain 

from any agt?;ression against the otl1er side and not allow the 

use of its territory for committing any act that may be militarily 

detrimental to the other High Contractine; Party. 

Article _9. Each of tr.e High Contracting Parties pledges to 

refrain from giving any assistance to any third party tal\:ing 

part in an armed conflict with the other side. In the event 

that either side is attacked or threatened with attack, the 

High Contracting Parties Will immediately enter into mutual 
.. 

consultations in order to elimir:.ate this threat and take apprq-

priate effective measures to ensure the peace and securi.ties of 

their countries. 

Article 10. Each of the High Contracting Parties solemnly 

declares that it Will not undertake any commitment, secret or open, 

to a third state or states and Will not make any commitments 

that may be militarily detrimental to the other side. 

Source: Current Digest of Soviet Press, 23 August 1971, p.5. 
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sueplier 
Kelation 

~ole Supplier 

Table 1 

USA 

. Barbados 
Bolivia 
Gautamala 
Haiti 
uruguay 
S. Korea 
Liberia 

USSR 

Afghanistan 
Hali 
Mozambique 
Yanen 

------~-----~--~-------------·---------~-~------~-p r ea om 1 nant 
Supplier within 
Block 

Ar c:;entina 
Brazil 
Chili 
Colombia 
Jamaica 
Mexico 
Nicaragua 
Panama 
philippines 
Thailarxi 
Taiwan 
Turkey 
Greece 
S. Vietnam 

N. Korea 
N. Vietnam 
Equatorial 
Guinea 

-----~----~----~-----------------------------------r:>redominant 
S upylier 
Cross .tjlock 

Ethiopia 
Iran 
peru 

Algeria 
CUba 
Cyprus 
GUinea 
Iraw 
Somalia 
Syria 
UM 

Source; Harpreet Mahajan, 11 Arms Trade and Aid. to 
the Third World Countries; A Study with· 
special reference to the Indian Sub
continent", ( Ne-vJ Delhi; JNlJ, Ph·D· Theiss, 
1979) , pp .212-13. . 
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Table 2.1 

Rank order of major Third World arms importers, 122~ 

SIP hi Largest SIPRl Largest Four % of total 7; of total f; of 7'; of 
Importing indicator Third ·world recipient indica tor region's supPlier 

country's largest region's 
countries to each sup-pliers to cal region value of total value of total country total per region arms imports country's 

( 1975 $mn) arms 
imports 
122~ ;1l;mn2 

1 2 ~ 4 2 6 2 8. 10 

Hiddle 9 344 50 Syria 2 320 25 U8SR 95 USSR 51 
East Egypt 2 181 23 USSR 98 USA 34 

Iran 2 055 22 USA 60 UK 10 
Israel 1 685 18 USA 97 France 2 
Iraq 336 4 USSR 9}$ 
Saudi Arabia 324 3 u::;A 51 

Far East '::)_ 728 20 s. Vietnam 1 475 39 USA 100 USA 62 J 

N. VietNam 861 23 USSR 93 USSR 28 
h. Korea 261 7 USSR 100 UK 4 
Thailand 243 6 USA 82 China 2 
Taiwan 213 6 USA 100 
s. Korea 169 4 USA 98 

South Asia 1 869 10 India 1 281 68 USSR 70 USSR 54 
Pakistan 457 24 China 53 UK 15 
Afghanis tan 60 3 USSR 100 China 13 
Bangladesh 49 3 USSR 92 China 10 
Sri Lanka 15 1 UK 47 
Nepal 6 0.3 UK 33 

contd •.•• /-
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Table 2.1 (con td.) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

South 
America 1 479 8 Venezuela 270 18 France 53 France 27 

Brazil 255 17 USA 15 USA 24 
Chile 255 17 UK 41 UK 21 
Argentina 254 17 USA 33 FR German5 10 
Pen1 204 14 USA 30 
Uruguay 51 3 USA 25 

Sub-Saharan 
Africa 1 276 7 South 

Africa 483 38 France 51 France· 36 
Zaire 122 10 France 82 USSR 17 
Uganda 111 8 Libya 49 China 9 
Tanzanfta 107 8 China 78 Italy 7 
Sudan 9& 7 USSR 83 
Somalia 81 6 USSR 100 

North 
Africa 783 4 Libya 656 84 France 67 France 63 

horocco 64 8 USA 69 USSR 78 
Tunisia 41 5 France· 96 USA 12 
Algeria 23 3 France 52 UK 4 

Central 
America 231 1 Cuba 153 66 USSR 100 USSR 66 

Gautemala 17 7 USA 92 USA 19 
Mexico 17 fl. USA 72 UK 7 
Nicaragua 12 5 Israel 98 Israel 4 
El Salvador 7 3 USA gl Jam aka 5 2 USA 

Third. World 
Total _1U20 100 

Source: SIPRI, Yearbook, 1980, p. 96. 
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Table 2.2. 

Rank Qrder of majQr Third World arms.....1m:gorters, 12 25:-22 

Importing SIPRI Largest SIPhl Largest ._rf of lt'our % of % of supplier ;a 
region Total % of. recipient Total region's to each country's l.argest region's 

Indica tor Third countries indicator toto.l country total suppliers total 
value of world value of per region 
arms Total country's 
imports arms 
( 19 75 $mn~. imports 

( 19 25: ~nm2 
1 2 4 6 8 10 

Niddle East 20 141 Iran 6 229 31 USA 81 USA 61 

Saudi Arabia 2 806 14 1JSA 79 USSR 15 
J·ordan 2. 615 13 USA 98 Frar..ce 7 
Iraq 2 418 12 Ut10R 93 UK 5 
Israel 2 008 10 1JS.A 95 
Syria 1 170 6 USSR 84 

F~.r East 6 679 16 s. Korea 2 515 38 USA 98 USA 49 

Viet Nam 1 094 16 USSR 91 USSR 21 

Taiwan 845 13 USA 95 France 2 

}:alaysia 325 5 "USA 54 China 1 

Philippines 307 5 USA 61 

Indonesia 306 5 1JSA 36 

I~orth Africa4 021 'ld Libya 3 151 65 USSh 79 USSR 61 
M.orocco 863 20 }'ranee 81· France 19 
Algeria 660 14 USSR 79 USA 3 
Tunisia 72 1 Italy 38 UK 1 

contd •• ; -



Table 2.2 (contd.) 122 

1 2 4 6 2 8 2.. 10 

Sub-Saharan 
Africa 4 021 10 South Africa 969 24 France 53 USSR 31 

Ethiopia 533 13 USSR 95 France 21 

Angola 350 9 USSR 99 USA 7 
N.ozambiq_ue 315 9 uSSR 100 UK 5 
Sudan 232 6 I'' ranee 64 

Nigeria 188 5 UK 22 

South America3963 - 9: Brazil 965 24 USA 34 USA 21 
Peru 806 20 USSR 41 UK 18 
Argintina 692 17 UK 26 France 11 
C.bile 543 14 France 22 Ital5 11 
E cuaclo r 304 8 France 45 

South Asia 2 031 5 India 1 055 52 USSR 57 USSR 42 
Pa.kis tan 564 28 :France 53 F ranee 18 
Afghanis tan 253 13 USSR 100 UK 14 
Bangladesh 59 3 China 78 China 7 
Nepal 7 0.3 France 57 
Sri Lanka 4 0.2 F ranee 50 

C~n tral Arne rica 624 1.5 Cuba 279 45 UciSR 100 USSR 45 
hexico 172 28 UK 74 UK 21 
Bahamas 37 6 USA 100 USA 8 
Honduras 34 5 t:SA 50 France 3 
El Salvador 30 4 Israel 83 
Gautemala 23 4 Israel 39 

Oceania 8 0.02 Papua New Guinea 5 63 Australia 100 Australia 63 
Fiji 3 37 USA 100 USA 37 

Third World 
Total 42 31 ~ 100. ~ 

Source: SIPB.I, Yearbook, 1980' p •. 97. 



Table 3 

A Comparative glance at the Supergower Exports .trom 1970 to 1976 

Supplier percentage Largest receipient Largest receipient country• s 
o1' world Kegion country in region percentage of 
Traue supplier 

Total 

u.s. 38 Mid East 62 Iran 31 
Far East 27 S. Vietnam 12 
S. America 7 Brazil 2 

-----------------------------------------~-------------------------------------------

USSR 34 Mid East 57 
North A.trica 13 
F'ar East 13 

Iran 
Libya 
N. Vietnam 

Source; SIPRI Yearbook, 1976, p. 140. 

2:8 
13 

7 
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Table 4. 

US arms transfer agreements, 1950-78 

us$ 

1950s 1960s 

Grants 2 213 877 1 080 855 3 159 863 686 529 

Sales 

F1•:tS agreem tns 162'~b1 1 010 749 2 523 730 12 509 100 

Comr-"e rcial exports 4D9 029 1 016 552 

Total current 2 376 24B 2 091 604 6 088 622 14 121 181 

Total ( 1978 
constant dollar·s) 6 137 887 5 292 785 9 769 081 16 399 333 

Source: SJ£RHI, Year· Book, 1980, p. 67. 



S uppiier 

Year 

USA 

USSR 

ID:' a nee 

U.K. 

Table 5 

Regional Distribution of Exports of Major weapons 
to the Third world 1 1972-73 

by major ( ;Q distributl.on) supplies 

Value of 1'1ia ~ast lt'ar East S. ASia Air ica Latin America 
Supplies 
u.s.~ mn. 
l972 l973 l97~ l973 ~72 1973 1972 ·1973 l972 l973 l972 l973 

722 612 20·9 67 ·7 72.1 24·4 3·5 0·8 0·3 6.2 4·1 

605 807 41·0 87 ·0 47 ·3 0·5 8·5 5.4 3·6 3·1 3·5 

210 297 7·4 7·3 0 ·7 9·5 10 ·6 12·7 54·6 29·8 26·7 40.5 

208 194 61·0 46.2 5·2 13.1 18·0 14·5 4·7 8·6 10 ·9 18·5 

---
Source~ S1Ph.l yearbook, 1974, Table 8·4 
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Table 6 

.Anns supplies to India 

Date Number Item S.upplie r Cowment 

Aircraft 

1949-53 62 B..AL/Pe rei val Prentice DK/India Produced under licence in India 
19 50 10 Short Sealand UK 
( 19 50- 51) ( 20) DRC-1 Chipmunk Canada 

1953 5 F' ai re y Fire f'ly T • T • I Ul\ 

1953 ( 10) DH Vampir·e N .Ir. 54 UK Ex-HAF' 

19 53-54 71 . Dassaul t :tvi .D. 450 Ouragan Rrance 

1953-59 230 HAL/DB Vampire F'B 9 UK/India Produced under licence in India 

195, 10 Auster AOP 9 UK 

1956 30 NA T-6G Texan USA 

1956 20 Auster AOP 9 UK 

19 56-60 50 HAL/DR Vampire T-55 UK/India Produced under licence in India 

1957 6 DHC Otter Canada 

( 1957) 33 Dassault H.D. 450 Ou.ragan It' ranee 

19 57-58 6 Bell 47G-38 USA 

19 57-61 160 Hawker Hunter F. 56 uK 

19 57-61 22 Hawker Hunte r T • 66 UK 

1958 5 Fairey Firefly T.T. 4 UK 

19 58 66 English Ele ctcic canberra( B( 1) 58 UK 

1958 8 :E!nglish Electric Canberra F:Iit-57 UK 

1958 6 English Electric Canberra T .4 UK 
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Date l'Jumber 

1958 25 
19 58 110 
1958 20 
( 19 59) 15 
1960 2 
1960 24 
1960-63 24 
1960( 65) 100 
1961 29 
1961 6 
1961 10 
1961 8 
1961 15 
1961-65 12 
1962 2 
1962 16 
1962 8 
1962 8 
( 1962) ( 23) 
1962-64 12 

1963 5 
1963 24 
1963 6 
1963 6 
1963 8 
1963 20 
1963 5 
1963 8 
1963 36 
1963-64 16 
1965 36 

Table 6 ( contd.) (i) 

Item 

Folland Gna.t 
Dassault Nystery lEA 
DHC-3 9<tter 
Foliand Gnat 
Sikorsky S-62 
B-14 
Annstrong J..Jhi tworth Seahawk 
HAL/Folland Gnat 
Fair Cllild C-119G P.acke t 
Bell 47-G- 3B 
ivlG-4 
An-12 
Brequet 1050 Alize 
Armstrong Whitworth SeahaWk 
DHC-4 Caribou 
Ni-4 
An-12 
DB Vampire T. 55 
:B"air Child C-119G PacKet 
Lockheed C-130 Hercules 

Auster AOP 9 
Fair Child C-119G Packet 
lVliG-21 
hi-4 
An-12 
Sud Aloue tte lii 
DHC-.3 Otter 
Douglas C-47 
CCF T-6 liarvard 
DnC-4 Caribou 
}:i-4 

Supplier 

UK 
France 
Canada 
UK 
USA 
USSR 
UK 
U:K/India 
USA 
USA 
USSR 
USSR 
France 
DK 
USA 
UciSR 
USSR 
Indonesia 
USA 
DSA 

UK 
USA 
USSR 
U8SR 
uS:::J.h 
France 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
USSli 

127 

Comment 

in component fo rrn for local assembly 
Cost$ 540 000 supplied for evaluation 

Partly new, partoy ex-RAF 
Produced under licence in India 

U. c: $ 150 000 sold for cash 

Re furbished 
hAP 
For cash 

Free loan basis with air and ground 
crews provided 

For cash 

Emergency aid 
Emergency aid 
Emergency aid 
On loan 
On deferred payments 

contd •• /-



Date 

1965 
1965-67 
1965-67 
1966 

(1966) 
( 1966) 
1966-69 

1966-73 

1968 
1968 
1968-69 
1968-70 
1970-71 
1970-71 
1970-71 
1971 
1971 

( 1971) 
( 19 71) 

_ _.....N]J.Wbe r 

6 
( 90) 
10 
40 

24 

14 
10 

100 

120 

3 
36 
12 

196 

3 
4 
4 

100 
12 

5 
10 
50 
6 

10 
20 

Item 

BAG Canberra B( 1) 58 
l'-'li~-21 
HAL/HS-748 
hi-4· 

AI1r1s trong ~~hi tVJorth 
oeahaw K hK 100 and 

ICl 
I·.lG--21 t'l'l 
An-12 
l.~.AL/l.iS Gno t 

1 .. ALj8ud. Aloue tte Ill 

Tu.-124 
hS hunter lr 56 
hi::i hunter T 66D 
r~L/1,.iG 21 l•L 

Bre qu.e t 1050 Alue 
LhC- 4 Can bou 
HAL/ho-748 
Su-7b 
BAG Canberra B 15 and 
HAL/HS-748 
BAG Canberra B( 4) 12 
Su-7B 
Westland Sea king 

Hughes 300 
Hi-8 

16 

Table 6 ( contd.} ( ii) 

SuPI;llie r 

UK 
DSSB 
UK/India 
UGSR. 

}'h Germany 

Uu0h 
DoSh 

128 

Comment 

Lirect purchase 
Produced under licence in India 
U •. c: $ 120 000; on deferred payment 
te !"ins 

UK/India Production expanded due to Gnat 
success in Indo-fakistan War 1965 

}ranee/India Produced under licence in India. 
indigenous content 96 per cent. 
Indian export price: ;l;; 235 000. 

Ubbh 
DK 
UK 
lJScih/Inaia 

lt ranee 
Canada 
lJK/India 
USSR 
UK 
UI<./India 
},ew .:6ealand 
USSR 
UK 

USA 
USSR 

Refurbished 
hefurbisr1e d 
Produced under licence in India; 
indigenous content 60 per cent 
1972 

Continued licence production 
U.c: $ 1 mn 
Ex-RAF ~furbished 
Continued licence production 

Cost$ 4.8 mn incl. spares and 
support equipment; for ASW 
Far Navy 

contd ••• /-



Date 

1972 

( 19 72) 
1972 

1972 

1972 
1972 
1973-74 

1963 
1965-66 
1966-67 
1967-73 

(1968) 
1968-72 
1969 
1969 
1971-72 

1971-73 

( 1972) 

1972-73 

Number 

7 

5 
150 

26 

8 
200 

6 

20 

( 36) 
102 

( 540) 
( 1120) 

(50) 
( 75) 
(50) 
(50) 
( 96) 

( 750) 

( 20) 

40 

( 100) 
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Table 6 (contd.) (iii) 

Itew 

HS Hunter 
HAL/Jv"iG-21MF 

HAL/HS-748 

Supplier 

USSR 

UK 
USSR/India 

UK/India 

Aerospatiale Alou.ette III France 
HAL/Aerospatiale $A-315 Cheetah France/India 
Westland Sea King UK 
HAL/HS Gnat Nk2 UK/India 

HAL/HS-748 UK/India 

Missiles 
K-13 "A toll" USSR 
SA-2 USSR 
K-19 "A toll" USSR 
:K-13 "A toll11 USSR/India 

Nord AS 30 France 
SA-2 USSR 
Nord Eruac France 
l\Jord SS 11 France 
SS-l'J-2 nstya" USSR 

Nord SS 11 France/India 

Short Seaca t UK 

Short Tigercat UK 
system 
Short Seacat UK 

Comment 

Delivered prior to start of licence 
pro auction 
Re fu. rbis he d 
Improved version produced under 
licence in India 
Continued licence production to meet 
IAF order for 45 
:B'or use on "L~ander" class fEregates 
Produced under license in India 
Option for 3; for ASW 
YK,L;:bH~~ Production to be resumed 
of improved version 
Freighter version to be produced under 
licence 

To arm Mig-21 
1 7 si te s , co s t: $ 11 2 mn. 
To arm MiG-21 
Produced under licence in India; to arm 
hiG-21 

8 batteries on 50 sites 

4 missile launchers in 2 pairs on 
motor torpedo boats 
Produced under licence in India; indigenous 
content 70 percent by 1973-74. 
2 quauruple launchers on frigate 
"Leander" class 
Cost $ 10.4 mn. 

2 quadruple launchers on each of rerr;aining 
5 frigates t~Leandern class 
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Date Number 

1950 3 

19 53 3 

19 53 1 
19 54-55 2 
1956 4 

1957 1 

19 57-58 4 

1958 1 

19 58 3 

1959 2 

1960 2 

1960 2 

1961 1 

1966 2 

1967 5 

1968 1 

Table 6 ( contd.) (iv) 

Item Supplier 

Naval Vessels 

jje stroyer, 11R11 Class UK 

Destroyer escort 11 Hunt11 class UK 

Oile~ Italy 
Insure hine Sweeper, 11 Ham11 class UK 
Coastal :t-'line Sweeper, 
11 Tod' class UK 
Cruiser, "Colony" class UK · 

Seaward defence craft, 
11Savi trin class 

Anti Aircraft' Frigate 
"Leopard" class 
Anti Submarine :Frigate 
"Bach-wood" class 

Seaward De fence Craft, 
nsharada" class 
Anti Aircraft Frigate 

ttLeopardn class 
Anti Submarine F'rigate 
"Whi tby11 class 
Air craft carrier 
"Hagestic" class 

Landing craft 
"Polp:ocny" class 
F'ast Patrol Boat "Polucha t" 
class 
Submarine tender, modified 
11 lUgra n type 

I'taly 

Ul\ 

UK 

Yugoslavia 

UK 

UK 

UK 

USSR 

USSR 

USSR 

130 

Comment 

Displ: 1,725t; Completed 1942; refitted 
1949 
Displ: 1,050t; 1 completed in 1941; 2 in 
1944; on loan 
Displ: 3, 500t; 
Displ: 120t; launched j_n 1954 

Displ: 360t; completed 1956 
Displ: 8,700t; completed 194o; 
refitted 19 54 

Displ: 63t; 1 completed in 1957, 
3 in 1958 

Displ: 2,251t; completed 1958 

Displ: 1, 180t; 1 completed in 19 58; 
2 in 1959 

Displ: 86t; completed 1959 

Displ: 2,251t; completed 19$'0 

Displ: 2,144t; completed 1960 

Displ: 16,000t; launched in 1945; 
sold in India 19 57; completed 19 51 

Dis pl: 900 t. 

Displ: 100t. 

Displ: 6,000t; light 
contd ••• /-



Date 

1968 
( 1968) 

1968-69 
1969 
1970 
1971 
( 1971) 
1971-72 

1972 
1972 

1950 
1953 
19 56-57 
( 19 56- 57) 
19 57-58 
1964 

( 1965) 
1967-73 

1968-71 
1968-71 
1969-72 

19 71 

India 

Nmnber 

2 
1 

2 , 
2 
1 
1 
& 

2 
6 

( 120) 
180 
210 

(5o; 
150 -

70 
80 

500 

225 
225 
( 120) 

( 30) 

Table 

Item 

Landing craft 11Polnocny11 class 
Fast Fa trol Boat 
"Polucha t 11 class 
Submarine "F" class 
Frigate, "Pe tva 11 class 
Submarine "F" class 
Su. bmarine tenoe r 
Firga te, 11Pe tya 11 class 
Motor Torpedo Boat 

:Frigate, "Petya 11 class 
Frigate 11 Learider1

' class 

Armoure·d fighting vehicles 
Daimler and Humber AC 
l'·J-4 Sherman 
Centurien 
Ferret 
JWJC-13 
HT-76 
PT-'/6 
Vija~antha 

T-54 
T-55 
OT-62.A 

OT-64 

6 (contd.) ( v) 

Supplier 

USSR 

USSR 
USSR 
uS oR 
USSR 
USSR 
USSR 
USSR 

USSR 
UK/India 

UK 
USA 
UK 
UK 
France 
USSR 
USSR 
UK/India 

Czchoslovakia 
USSR 

Com1:.ent 

Displ: 900t 

Displ: 100 t. 

131 

Displ: 2,ooot; surface)! 2, 300t; · submerged 
Displ: 1 ,o 50t. 
Displ: 2,ooot, surface, 2,300t; submerged 
Displ: 790t; ex-Soviet Fleet minewweeper 
Displ: 1 ,050t. 
Similar to 11 OSA 11 cla s s ; armed with 
"Styx" SShs. 
Displ: 1 ,050t 
Displ: 2,450t; being built in India; 
armed with "Seacat" SAMs. 

Large nurr1bers supplied before 19 50 

Version of Vickers 37 produced under 
licence; indigenous content 68 percent 1972 

C zcho slovakia/ Pro d:u ce d under licence in India 
India 
Czcho slovalr..:La 

contd ••• /-



Date 

India 

• • 

•• 

( 1975> 

1975' 

1974 

• • 

•• 

• • 
1975 
1976 

Number 

100 

20 

2 

5-~ 

3 

50 

( .. 
• • 

1 

19'$6-77 50 

( 1975) ( 100) 

1976-1977 4+3 

• • •• 

132 
Table 6 ( contd.) (vi) 

Item· 

Aero L-39 

Aero L-29 
Delfin 

Patrol Boat, 
ASW equipped 

Description 

Basic Trainer 

Basic Trainer 

"A-1411 - Class Submarine 
Westland ASW Helicopter 
Sea King 

Short Seacat S-S Missile 

MIG-23 "Flogger" Strike/Inter-

Supplier Comment 

Czechoslavakia Ordered in 1974 due to delays in the 
production of HAL, HJT-16 Kiran Trainer. 

Czechoslavakia Delivery pending completion of L-39 
orders. 

France 

Sweden 

UK 

UK 

To be built in Sweden and fitted in 
India. 

In addition to 3 delivered. in 1973 

To arm licence-produced "Leader" 
- class frigate. 

cepter USSR 
YAK-36 VTOL Strike Fighter USSR 
SAM-6 
Frigate, 
"Petya" -class 

WSK-Niele c 
TS-11 
Short Seacat 

S-A Missile System 

Displ: 10 50 tons 

Iskra J-et Trainer 

ShS.btvi 

lzyushin 11-.38"May" Bomber/ 
Maritime re cce 

SS-N-9 

USSR 

USSR 

Poland 

UK 

USSR 
USSR 

Chosen vs: UK Harrier) 

In addition to 9 previously 
delivered 

For Leander Frigates 

For Navy 

Anning Nanutchka Ships 

contd ••• /-



Date 

• • 
( .. 
•• 

•• 
1973-75 

1975 

:tvlay, 1976 

( .. 
1976 

1977 

• • 

1977 

1976-77 

1977 

1977 

1975-76 

•• 

• • 

Number 

• • 

•• 

• • 

• • 

•• 

8 

4 
1 

5 

6 

7 

54*/144 

48*/84 

3*/8 

( 78)/2* 

4 

12 

•• 
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Table 6 (contd.) (vii) 

Item Description 

SS-N-2 "Styx" ShShM 

BMP-16 APC 
"Nanutckka11 

class Fast mille Boat 

"Osa"-class :tviissile Boat 

"F"-class Submarine 

"Polno cny11
-

class Landing ship 

Britten-Norman Light Transport 
Defender aircraft 
Westland Wasp SSW Helicopter 

Short Seacat ShS.hN 

11-.38 "1-'lay" lv'1aritime recce/ 
ASW ai rcra.ft 

SA-6 11 Gainful11 SAM 
SA-7 "Grail" Infantry SAh 

SS-N-9 ShShM 

SS-N-2 "Styx" ShShM 

"Nanuchka "
class :tvassile Corvette 

Supplier 

USSR 

USSR 

USSR 

USSR 

USSR 

USSR 

UK/Belgium 
UK 

UK 

USSR 

USSRO 
USSR~ 

USSH 

USSR 

USSR 

"Osa 65"
class 1-'iis sile Patrol Boat USSR 
11Polnocny11

-

class 

Alize 

Tank landing ship 

ASW I'ighter 

R- 550 Ivlagig AIW1 

USSR 

France 

France/India 

Comment 

Arming osa ships • 

Unconfirmed reports) 

Arms: SS-N-9 ShShlvl 

Arms: SS-N-2 Styx ShShM 
In addition to ea!r-lier 4 

In addition to earlier 2 

For Patrol 
For "Learlder" class) 

For "Leander" class 
Navy order instead of too costly 
H' s Nimrod. 
To be supplied prior to future 
licensed production 
Arming 8 new "Nanuchka" class missile 
boats. 
Arming new "Osatt-class ( 7) 
missile boats. 

Arms: SS-N-9 ShSbM 

Arms: SS-N-2 "Styx" ShShM 

In addition to earlier 2 

Licensed Production contd •• /-



J973-77 

1975-77 

1972-77 

1976-77 

1976-77 

1972-77 

•• 

1972-'17 

1975-77 

•• 
1977 

1973-79 
1978 

1978 

197'1-78 

1973-79 

1978 

Table 6 (contd.) (viii) 

Number Item Description Supplier 

70*/140 

99 111/99 

SA~315 B Cheetah Light Helicopter France/India 

SA-316 B 
Alouette-3 

2100*/3000 SS-11 

10/100 Gnat hK-2 

10 HS-748 M 

4"' /6 11 Leander" -

Helicopter 

ATM 
Fi gh te r-Bom be r 

Hili tary Transport 

Frigate 
111/5 1·/estland Sea 

King ASW Helicopter 

96111 /144 Short Seaca t S.hJ\lD 

300* /1000 
2 

4111 /4 

Vijayanta-2 TanK 

Boeing 737-100Transport 

Il-38 AS~ Aircraft 

600* /600 K-13 A A toll AAM 

5 Ka-25 Hermone ASw Aircraft 

2 "Kashin11 

2lf-*/150 MIG-21-Bis 

100*/100 MIG-21~ 

•• /92 SSN-11 

ASW J..,estroyer 

:F'ighte r 

Fighte~ 

ShShlvl 

Source: SIPRI Year Book, 1975, pp.230-31. 
1976, p. 264. 
1977, p. 317 

n n n 

" 
It 

It 

II 

II 

" 19 78' pp • 2 62 -6 3. 

France/India 

Ffance/India 
liK/Inctia 

UK/India 

UK/India 

UK 

UK 

UK/Inda.a 

USA 

USSh 

USSR/India 
USSR 

USSR 

USSR/India 

USSR/India 

U8SR 

Comment 

Licensed Production 

Licensed Production 

Licensed P reduction 

Licensed Production 
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Date Number 

1950 16 

( 1950-42) ( 5) 

( 19 50- 55) 62 

1951-53 36 

1956 10 

1956-58 120 

( 19 57) 6 

( 19 57) 1 

1958 26 
' ( 19 58) ( 6) 
"' 1958-62 ( 75) 

( 1960-61) ( 15) 

( 1960 -62) ( 15) 

1962 ( 2) 

1962 1~ 

( 1962) 4 
1963 4 
1963 25 

1965 4 

1965 1 

1965 & 

Table 7 
Anns supplies to Pakistan 

Item Supplier 

Aircraft 

HavJker Sea Fury J.i'B.60 and T.61UK 

Short S .A .6 sealand UK 

Bristol Freighter lv~k 21/31 

Vickers Attacl~er F.1 

Lo cl<,_hee d Tor 3.3A 

NA :B'-86F Sabre 

Lockheed 1fiT-33A 

Vickers Viscount 734 

Hartin B-5~ Canberra 

Hartin hB- 57 Canberra 

Cessna 0-1 Bimddog 

Bell 47 

UK 

UK 

USA 

USA 

USA 

UK 

USA 

USA 

USA 

USA 

Sikorsky S-55 USA 

Lockheed F-104B Star-fighter USA 

Locl<.heed F-104A Star-fighter USA 

Gurmn:an Eu-16A Albatross USA 

Kaman hH-4 3B Rus kie USA 

Cessna TT37B USA 

HiG-15 ·uTI China 

Fokker Friendship 

II-28 

Netherlands 

China 

135 

Comment 

HAP 

HAP 

Probably refurbished 

Ex-USAF; probably refurbished 

contd •• 



Date Numter 

1966 4o 
1966 90 
1966-67 2 
1967 1 
1967 4 
1968 4· 
1968 18 
1968 3 
1968 3 
1968 3 
19~8-71 12 

1971 4 
'1971 (50) 
1971 10 

1971 ~ 
...; 

1971 2 
1971 10 
1972 ( 60) 
( 19 72) 1 
1972- ( 5) 

1972- 28 

1972- 28 
( 19 72) 2 
19 74- 47 

10 

136 
Table 7 (con td) 

Item 

F-6 OJiiG-19) 
NA :F-86 Sebre 
Loclmeed C-130B Hercules 
HS Trident IE 
Lockheed C-130B Hercules 
Sud Aloue tte RI 
Dass ~ul t Mi 1 age III EP 
Dass zul t Mirage III HP 
Dasszult l·.irrage III JJP 
Lockheed '.rF-104G Starfighter 
Hi-8 

Cessna T-3~ 
:B'-6 (Hicg-19) 
Lockheed F-104 Starfighter 

Northrop l.i'-5 Freedom Fighter 

Aerospa 
DHC -2 fle aver 
F-6 (MiG-19) 
Dasszult Falcon 
Ce ssna/Dhamial 0-1 Birddog 

~e rospa tmie /Dhamial 
Aloue t te III 
De.ssaul t:Hir·age V 
Dassault M.irrage Ill 
Saab lJ1F1-17 
Sikorsky helicopter 

Sup} lie r Comment 

China 
:F'R Germany/Iran 
USA 
UK 
Iran 
F'rance 
France 
France 
:F·rance 
Belgium 
DSSR 

USA 
China 
Jordan 

Libya 

U. c: t$504 000 approx. 
repayable ·over 10 years; 
of€ rated by Army 

Believed to have been 
returned after 1971 \var 
with India 
Believed to have been 
returned 

Saudi Arabia Reportedly on loan 
Saudi A rbia ___ __.:BReep~o~rcttee-ed-3:l:;yy--corrnrll::-corearrnr-
China 
l''rance 
USA/:£1akistan 
.Aal!>eme*.EHl 

For VIP 
Asse Assembled from prevjously 

acquired spares; indegenous 
content 60 per cent approx. 

France/Pakistan Produced under licence 
in Pakistan 

France~ 
France~ 
Sweden 
USA 

20 delivered by end 1973 

On order 
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Date Number 

19 59 2 
19,9 1 
( 19 59) 1 
1960 2 
1960 1 

1962 1. 
1963 1 
1963 1 
1964 1 
1965 4 
1970-71 3 
1971-72 9 

2 

Table 7 ( c~ntd.) 

Item Supplier 

Co as talmine sweeper USA 
Tug USA 
Water carrier USA/Italy 
Tug USA/Italy 
Oiler USA/Italy 

Coastal minesweeper USA 
Oiler USA 
Coastal minewweeper USA 
Submarine, 11 Tench11 class USA 
Patrol Boat 11 ToWn 11 class UK 
Submarine, "Daphnen class France 
JY:otor Gun Boat, 11Shanghain 
class China 

Frigate, 11 Whi ty" class UK 

137 

Comment 

Displ: 335t; NAP transfer 
Displ; 1235t; completed 1963; NAP transfer 
(lff shore proeurement; built for :rv:AP 
Off shore procurement; built for HAP 
Lispl: 600t; Off shore procurement built 
for :t-·IAP 
Displ: 335t; IV:AP transfer 
Displ: 5730t; on loan under :tvlAP 
Displ: 335t; MAP transfer 
Displ: 1570t; completed 1945; ex-US;on loan 
Disp~: 115t; completed 1965 
Displ: 700t; new 

Displ: 120 t full load; No. 4 may be con
verted for missile firing in Pakistan. 
Displ: 2560t; ex-British; on order 



Date 

( 19 50) 
195~-55 
( 1954-55) 
( 19 54- 55) 
19 55-60 
( 19 58) 
1965-66 
( 19 68) 

( 1958-64) 
1965-

( 1968) 

19 51 
1955 
1955 
1956 

19 56 
19 56-57 

1957 
1958 

1958 

Number 

(10) 
50 ' 
( 150) 
200 "' 
400 
( 20) 
( 80) 
100 

(400) 
( 500) 

( 72) 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
2 

2 
2 

2 
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Table 7 ( contd.) 

Item 

Armoured fighting vehicles 
Daimler AC 
1·~-41 Bulldog 
M-24 Chaffee 
M-4 Sherman 
X-47 and M-18 Patton 
N-36 
T-59 
H-l.,-7 Patton 

¥cissiles 
NWC Sidewinder 
HPB Bo Cobra 

Matra H-530 

t:aval Vessels 
Destroyer--
Coastal minesweeper 
Tug 
Light Cruiser 11D:ido 11 class 

~oastal winesweeper 
.0estroyer ttBattle 11 class 

Coastal rr,inesvTeeper 
Destroyer 11 CH" class 

Destroyer "CB11 class 

Supplier 

1JK/India 
USA 
USA 
VSA 
USA 
USA 
China 
Italy) 

Comment 

Cocflic±ing information as to \>Jhether 
Pakistan received. 

us,~-~ To arm F-86, F-104, Ivi.iG-19 and :tvlirage 
FE: Germany/Pakistan U.c. ~~756: being built under licence in 

Pakistan 
France To arm Mirage; limited use due to high 

unit cost 

UK 
uSA 
Netherlands 
UK 

USA 
"LK 

USA 
USA/UK 

UK 

Displ: 1 Soot, completed 1941-42 
Displ: 335 t, NAP transfer 
Dimensions: 105 x 30 x 11ft; completed 1955 
Displ: 5500t; completed 1944; refitted 1957; 
adapted for training 1961 
Displ: 335t; NAP transfer 
Displ: 2325t; corr·pleted 1946; refitted in 
UK 1956; I refitted in USA und.er}lAP 
Displ: 335t; J:.:AP transter 
Displ: 335t; completed 1945; purchased by 
USA from UK; under MAP; refitted in UK; 
1 scrapped 
Displ: 1730t; completed 1946; refitted in UK 
under lvlAP 

contd •• /-



Date Number 

1959 2 
1959 1 
( 19 59) 1 
1960 2 
1960 1 

1962 1 
1963 1 
1963 1 
1964 1 
1965 4 
1970-71 3 
1971-72 9 

2 
Pakistan 
late 1974 1 squad .. 
1975-76 3 
1972-74 28 
1974 .. 
1974-76 45 

19.74-75 3*/6 

1977 2 

1974 1 

Table 2 ( contd.) 

Item 

Coastal mine sweeper 
·:rug 
V..'ater carrier 
Tug 
Oiler 

Coastal minesweeper 
Oiler 
Coastal minesweeper 
Submarine, 11 Tench11 class 
Patrol Boat 11 Town" class 
Submarine, "Daphne" class 
lv1o tor Gun Boat, "Shanghai" 
class 

Frigate, "W hi thy11 class 

Shenyang hig-19 Fighter 
SAlvi-6 SA hissile system 
Brequet Atlantic ASw Plane 
Dassau.l t hj rage 5 l; igh te 1· 

Lo clillee d-C-1JOB hercules 
Transport 
Saab Supporter l\Ii'I-17 
Pa'imary Trainer 

Westland (Sikor-sky) 

Supplier 

USA 
USA 
l!SA/I taly 
USA/Italy 
U::iA/1 taly 

uSA 
USA 
USA 
USA 
UK 
.B'r·ance 

China 

DK 

China 
China 
.B'rance 
France 
';liFarrs-pe-P 
Iran 

Sweeden 

ASW Helicopter UK 
Sea King Ivd\Y8 11 whi tby11 class 
:B riga te /Des tro ye r UK/DSA 

Lo ckee ci C-130B hercules 
Transport USA 

Comment 

Displ: 335t; hA~ Transfer 
Displ: 1235t; completed 1963; l~AP transfer 
Off shore procurement; built for EAP 
Off shore proc"Lcre!l:er.t; built for NAP 
lJispl: 600t; off shore procurement built 
for hAP 
Displ: 335t; 1·-LAP transfer 
i.Jispl: 5730t; on loan under HAP 
Displ: 335t; HAP transfer 
Displ: 1570t; completed 1945; ex-US; on loan 
Displ: 115t; completed 1965 
Displ: 700t; new 

Displ: 120t; f"Lcll load; No. 4 may be con~erted 
for missile firing in Pakistan 
Displ: 2560t; ex-British; on order , 

including spares 
he\v Production in China 
EX-.<1-eronavale (Credit ~~38.2 mn refurbished) 

In addition to previous 7C-130 Bs. 
Arms: AS. 11/12 ASM 
Arms: 2xAm- 3A Exo ce t ASM 
Unspecified number ordered. 

Unspecified number ordered. 

U.C: ~, 4.7 mn ex-UI<,., fitted -with radar elect
ronic equipment 

Ex-USAF 

contd ••• /-
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Date 

19'(7 

1975 

. . 

1976 

1976 

.. 
1976 
1976 .. 
1977 
•• 

. . 

. . 
.. 

l~umber 

10 

.. 

.. 
(6-1C: 

1 

50 

100 

. . . . 
1;. 

10 

35 

100 

100 

( 1977-78)840 

1977 .. 
1976-77 ~0 

140 
·ra ble 1 (con td.) 

Item 

Dassault Hirage IliR 
Tactical racce/Fighter 
I~erospatiale Jl.lv1 39 
Exocet ASM 
Aerospa tiale AS. 11/12 ASh 

batt) 
Na tra-CSF -Thowson 
Crotale SAM 
"Daphne" class Submarine 

Supplier 

}'ranee 

France 
France 

France 
France 

No r·throp :B'- 5A Free dorn Fighter I ran 

Ivl-48 Tank 

• • Submarine 
• • Destroyer 
Aerospa tiale Super FErelon 
Dassault 1.'-"irage 5 Fighter 
1'-:a traiOso He lara OTO hAT 
SbSblv~ 
.Aerospatiale/~'iestland SA-330 
Puma Helicopter 
BAC¢Dassaul t-Bie que t 

Iran 

China2 
China~ 
France 
France 

France/Italy 

France/UK 

Strike/Jaguar International UK/lirance 
:B'i&;hte r 
LTVA-7 Corsair II Hughes EUJ.\1-USA 
71 TOW Bomber /A ttacl~ i'Th1 

Raytheon AIM-9J-1-Side- USA 
Winder AAlvl 

Tank E. covery 
Vehicle 

8 USA 
Shenyang F-6 ae ropa. tiale 
Fighter China 

Comment 

C re di t ~ 71 mn, sold at 19 7 3 price 

Hay arm saab supporters 
For 4 SeakiLg Helicopters 

Purchased under ~ 155 mn Credit of 1973 
Purchased under~: 155rnn credit of 1973; in 
addition to 3 in 1970. 
Ex-Iran. To be delivered in US approval -
may be on l6an • 
Formally owned by :m.urkey being refurbished in 
Iran 
Sale/Gift not known )small number) 

In addition to SA- 330 Puma 

In addition to Mirage 5 preferred to USLTVA-7) 

Corsairo BAG delegation in Pakistan (December 
1976) 
$ 700n1n; offered only if Pal<.istan does not 
through its deal with France for nuclear reactor. 
Pak. Govt. went through with the deal --announced 
on J-an 5, 1977 (~r28mn incl. 200 launchers). 
~14.2 nm; :For Congressional approval see above 
Sup11lied. 

See above 

coni;.d ••• /-



nate Number 

1976-77 24 
1977 2 

1977 9 

1977 120 
1977 1 
1977 2 

Sri Lanka 
1974-75 
1974-75 6 
1975 1 .. 5 
:Ne:Qal 
( 1962) 3 

( 1963( ( 1) 
1970-71 2 
( 19 71) 2 
1972 1 
( 19 72) 3 

( 1969-70) ( 5) 

Table 7( contd.) 

:Stem 

AH-39 Exocet ASN 
Dassaul t Bre q_ue t 1150 
l'1arine Patrol Aircraft 
Ma tra-T.bornson Co rtale 
AhX- 30 SAl•'l 
l-'1atra R-550 Iviagic AAM 
Dap.bne Submarine 
"Gearing11 Destroyer 

SS-t.-2 "Styx" SbSbl'l1 
110sa 11 -class hissile Boat 

Patrol Boat 
Fast Patrol Boat 

Aircraft 
Scottish Aviation TWin 
Pioneer 
D-14 
Short S kyvan 
Douglas C-47 . 
Aerospatiale Alouette III 
DBC-6 Twin Otter 

Armoured fighting vehicles 

iup:Qlier 

France 

France 

France 
France 
Por·tugal 
USA 

USSR 
USSR 
USSR 
UK 

UK 
USSR 
(UK) 
Australia 
:B'rance 
(Canada) 

A.hX-13 Israel 
Source: 

§'omment 

Arming Osa ships 
Arms: Styx ShSblYl 
Ex-USSR minesweeper 

Gift 

SI.t'hl, Year Book, 1975, p. 231. 
S1EPB.l, Year Book, 1976, p. 264. 
Sl}'RI, YearbBook, 1977, pp. 331-32. 
Sl.t'Rl, Year Book, 1978, pp. 272-73· 

Note *=Number of delivered items. 
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